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Abstract
How did the astonishing diversity of forms and behaviors that populate our
planet emerge by evolution? This fundamental question is not fully an-
swered yet. Recent biological hypothesis point out to development —the
growing process that transforms a single egg into a complete organism—
and its genetic regulation as key components in the evolution of diversity.
Likewise, the field of evolutionary computation is starting to recognize the
importance of the individuals’ codification method, which can be seen as
an abstraction of the developmental process of biological organisms. There-
fore, there is substantial convergence between the approach of biology and
computer science, an interface from which both disciplines can benefit. This
thesis is framed in such an interface.
This thesis investigates the role, implications, and applications of a genetic-
regulated developmental process in evolution. The novel formalism of string-
regulated graph grammar, as an abstraction of biological development, is
presented and studied from the point of view of formal languages. Founded
on this formalism, evolutionary developmental models are introduced and
tested. The results demonstrate the benefits of the models, compared to
traditional direct encoding approaches, for the problems of form-finding and
behavior-finding. Such benefits include high diversity, regularity, organic-
ity, generalization, and modularity; properties that are highly valuable in
an engineering context. Additionally, these computational models are em-
ployed to gain further insight into the evolutionary origins of novel features
and diversity, responsible for the extraordinary biodiversity of our planet.
Supporting the latest biological hypothesis, the findings show that the sole
variation in the regulation of gene expression is indeed a sufficient condition
for the evolutionary emergence of novelty and diversity. Finally, since nat-
ural evolution is a great example of a huge creative process, the presented
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evolutionary developmental models are also especially suitable for compu-
tational creative applications. More precisely, the models are applied in a
novel methodology for the automatic animation of characters for computer
graphics.
In summary, the results presented in this thesis are truly interdisciplinary,
representing contributions to the fields of formal languages, evolutionary
computation, evolutionary biology, engineering design optimization, and
computer animation.
Por el cariño, educación, confianza,
y apoyo que me regalaron,
a mis padres.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is framed in the interface between biology and computer science, an interface
equally fascinating and beneficial in both directions. Biological systems can be used as
inspiration to develop new computational methods, known as bio-inspired computation.
On the other hand, computational modeling techniques can assist in the understanding
of biological systems, giving rise to the field of computational biology.
The science of evolution is a notable research area successful in both directions.
This success comes from the fact that the underlying principles of evolution are ba-
sically of algorithmic nature, which has facilitated the collaboration between the two
fields. Computer science has adopted the Darwinian principles of evolution by natural
selection to implement the metaheurisctic optimization techniques called evolutionary
algorithms. In the other way, computational methods have been applied to further our
understanding of living systems at all scales, including their emergence and evolution.
In both evolutionary biology and evolutionary computation, an aspect of evolution
whose crucial importance is starting to be recognized is the codification method of the
evolving individuals. Biological organisms are encoded in a genome which, traditionally,
has been considered as a complete blueprint of the final organism, being modern studies
of development dominated by this view. However, the mapping from a genome to its
encoded organism occurs through the complex process of development, orchestrated by
the selectively expression of genes. Similarly, in evolutionary computation, individuals
have been traditionally encoded with direct methods, which can also be considered as a
blueprint representation of the individuals. Though, direct encodings have been shown
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to not being effective in complex problems. In short, both recent biological evidence and
latest computational models suggest that an indirect codification of individuals through
a developmental regulatory program may have a key role in evolution, especially in the
emergence of novelty and diversity.
Aligned with the successful collaboration between biology and computer science,
this thesis explores the role and implications of development in both evolutionary biol-
ogy and evolutionary computation. In this chapter the problem to address is introduced,
from the point of view first of biology in Section 1.1 and then of computer science in
Section 1.2. Additionally, the implications of this study in the field of computational
creativity are highlighted in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 presents a summary of the contri-
butions of the thesis. Finally, Section 1.5 ends this chapter with an outline of the rest
of the document.
1.1 Evolutionary developmental biology
The great variety in the size, form, organization, patterning, and behaviors of living
beings raises deep questions about their evolutionary origins. Nowadays, our planet is
populated by some 1 to 20 million animal species. Quite remarkably, they represent
less than 1% of the total number of animal species that have ever existed [25]. This
astonishing diversity of forms and behaviors has emerged by the evolution of novel
features among animal species, a process not fully understood yet, which remains as a
fascinating and challenging topic of research [25, 120].
Conventionally, the modern evolutionary synthesis of evolution [83], which inte-
grated Mendelian genetics [114] with Darwinian natural selection [39], is still, to a
large extent, the current paradigm in evolutionary biology [111]. However, the standard
modern synthesis framework causes difficulties in explaining the origins of this multi-
tude of animal forms and behaviors in mechanistic terms. This deficiency is mainly
originated by the neglect of the process of individual development [122], through which
a single-celled egg gives rise to a complex, multi-billion-celled animal.
The process of development is orchestrated by a genome, the entire DNA sequence
of an organism inherited from its ancestors and copied almost identical to every cell.
However, the familiar idea of a genome as a blueprint is hopelessly misleading [8].
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The straightforward mapping between plan and product is not true for genome and
organism body or its behavior, in either direction [110]. Indeed, only mechanical details
differences are between the supposedly defeated view that the organism is already
formed in the fertilized egg (preformationism theory) and the view that the complete
blueprint of the organism is contained there, an attitude that dominates modern studies
of development [102].
Development occurs through a series of simultaneously regulated cell divisions, a
process where a parent cell is replaced by two or more daughter cells. An important
aspect of the biological development process is its regulation by the genome; indeed,
development has been increasingly viewed as a process orchestrated by the selectively
expression of genes [25]. Clearly, the morphological diversity of living beings corre-
sponds to a diversity of developmental processes. Furthermore, since development
results from genetic regulation, then the evolution of diversity should be highly related
to the evolution of genetic regulation.
As a result, the field of evolutionary developmental biology (also called evo-devo)
has emerged by raising the importance of development in evolution. The evo-devo
school revealed two main processes responsible for the great diversity of animal form
and behavior: evolution from ancestors and development from an egg [26]. These two
processes are intimately connected, since the development of an individual is regulated
by the expression of its genes, being the variation, inheritance, and selection of such
genes over generations the foundation of evolution. Indeed, the developmental process
seems to be a key component in the evolution of diversity [17], since evolutionary
changes in the genome of organisms produce changes in their developmental process,
which, ultimately, cause changes in their forms and in the generation of novel features.
In fact, biological evidence suggests that the sources of novelty might have to do
with a complexification in the regulation of gene expression [101]. Moreover, it has
been pointed out that evolutionary change in body plans devolves from change in the
architecture of developmental regulatory programs [43], suggesting that diversity can
be better explained by variation in the regulation of gene expression than by variation
in the structural genes [76, 44].
However, due to the limitations to perform experiments in biological evolutionary
processes, it has not been demonstrated yet that the reason for evolutionary emergence
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of developmental novel features and diversity is in fact the variation in the regulation
of gene expression, rather than the variation in the structural genes. Consequently,
computational models of evolution may assist in testing such hypothesis.
Indeed, it has been pointed out that a new generation of biologists will need to use
regularly mathematical models and computational approaches to frame hypotheses,
design experiments, and analyze results [144]. This thesis subscribes to this approach
to gain further insight into the origins of the great diversity of forms and behaviors.
Novel evolutionary computational models are presented and studied to aid in the un-
derstanding of the role of development in evolution by showing the emergent biological
properties that such developmental models proportionate. Besides, it will be inves-
tigated whether the sole variation in the regulation of gene expression is a sufficient
condition for the evolutionary emergence of novelty and diversity.
1.2 Evolutionary algorithms
The evolution of living forms have being the source of inspiration for the stochastic
search and optimization methods called evolutionary algorithms and studied in the
field of evolutionary computation (see [48] for a review). The mechanisms of evolution
seem well suited for problems in many fields, especially those problems that require
searching through a huge number of possible solutions [119].
An evolutionary algorithm basically operates by repeated cycles of evaluation, se-
lection, and reproduction with variation of a population of candidate solutions for some
defined problem. The first step in the algorithm is to generate a number of random
candidate solutions, which constitute the individuals of the initial population. The
problem to solve is defined as a fitness function, which quantitatively evaluates an in-
dividual, measuring its quality (the fitness) as solution to the problem. Selection acts
in the population by eliminating probabilistically the individuals with worst fitness.
Finally, reproduction produces new candidate solutions by random variation of the in-
dividuals in the current population. Iterative repetitions of evaluation, selection, and
reproduction evolve the individuals of the population by promoting candidate solutions
that are superior. Through the successive random variations of candidate solutions that
are good so far, the evolutionary algorithm is able to bias the exploration of the solution
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space, with respect to random search, to invest more time in those parts that are most
promising [185].
The different choices of individual codification, variation operators, and selection
methods raised several branches of evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithms
[75, 64], evolutionary strategies [4], evolutionary programming [62], and genetic pro-
gramming [94]. Among these different flavors of evolutionary algorithms, the genetic
algorithm, developed by Holland [75], is the closest variation to biological evolution,
since it is the only one that clearly distinguishes between genotype and phenotype.
In a genetic algorithm, the genotype is the codification of the individual in which
the variation operators act upon, while the phenotype is the translation of such cod-
ification to the solution that is evaluated. The implementation of this translation
function, including the encoding scheme of the genotype, is a very important aspect
in the implementation of a genetic algorithm [92]. Traditional genetic algorithms use
a direct encoding method, i.e., the individual is represented by a row of data that is
explicitly linked to its properties. However, a direct mapping has been shown to not
being effective in complex problems, due to limitations in scalability, adaptability, and
evolvability [81].
As discussed in the previous section, an astonishing diversity of forms and behaviors
has emerged in nature by the processes of evolution from ancestors and development
from an egg. However, a classical genetic algorithm abstracts only the evolution from
ancestors, since a developmental process is missing in the traditional direct encoding,
which treats the genome as a blueprint. In consequence, inspired by the new field of
evolutionary developmental biology, the new discipline of artificial development has
emerged to mimic the mechanisms of development and incorporate them in the clas-
sical genetic algorithms. By incorporating these mechanisms inspired in development,
such as gene expression, morphogenesis, and cellular differentiation, it is possible to
evolve phenotypes with a high structural complexity, resembling that of multicellular
organisms [164].
Framed in the new discipline of artificial development, this thesis investigates the
properties of a formal language theoretic model of development inspired by the genomic
regulation of biological development. Furthermore, this formal model of development
has been integrated into an evolutionary algorithm, obtaining a novel optimization
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method. The method has been compared with a classic direct-encoding genetic algo-
rithm in a problem of form-finding of engineering structures. Besides, an extension of
the method has been proved useful in a novel-defined class of problems called behavior-
finding. It has been demonstrated how qualitative properties found in biological organ-
isms, such as regularity, organicity, modularity, and generalization, emerge as a result of
the developmental mechanisms introduced in the genetic algorithm. Interestingly, such
biological properties are highly valuable design properties in an engineering context.
1.3 Computational creativity
Are computer programs capable of genuinely creative activity? There has been a grow-
ing interest in this question over the last decades [143]. Creativity is a term difficult
to define, and only broad definitions can accommodate most of its meanings; in this
sense, Boden [13] defined it as the ability to generate novel and valuable ideas. De-
spite the difficulties in its definition, several computational models have been proposed
to solve diverse tasks with a clearly creative component, including music [118, 36],
novel mathematical concepts [100, 35, 155], stories [113, 176], jokes [11, 167], poems
[63], representational paintings [14], abstract portraits [53], video art [28], or creative
engineering designs [133].
In the field of Artificial Intelligence, three main techniques have been proposed for
creativity research: knowledge-based systems, grammars, and search [10]. Knowledge-
based systems, frequently referred to as expert systems or production systems, incor-
porate the expert knowledge in some domain, usually in the form of rules. Novelty can
arise in these systems by an exploration within the parameters of the given knowledge.
For example, new creative music compositions have been produced by knowledge-based
systems by incorporating knowledge of a particular music style [154]. On the other
hand, grammars embody knowledge in a production system, where a vocabulary of
simple elements is combined through a rewriting process to create a final product. For
instance, shape grammars have been extensively used as a computational design tool for
design artifacts [166, 160]. Finally, search methods comprise a diverse set of algorithms
for the exploration of immense spaces of possible solutions in search of the optimal or
adequate enough candidate (for a review see [151]). The chess machine Deep Blue,
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which defeated then-reigning World Chess Champion Garry Kasparov, was built and
programmed with a strong emphasis on heuristic search methods [24].
Evolutionary algorithms, introduced in the previous section, are a subset of search
methods inspired and closely linked to biological evolution. Indeed, natural evolution is
a great example of a huge creative process: over a vast period of time, the evolutionary
process has delivered unimaginable biological designs [13]. Inspired by the prolific
success of natural evolution, evolutionary algorithms have been used extensively for
creative processes, including aesthetic objects, music, engineering designs, architecture
designs, and art (see [38] for a review).
The evolutionary models presented in this thesis follow this inspiration from natural
evolution, incorporating a developmental process as a key component of the evolution
of novel structural designs and behaviors. One of the main benefits of incorporating a
developmental process in the models is the emergence of novelty and diversity in the
solutions. Clearly, such novelty and diversity redound in the creativity power of the
proposed algorithms. As an application, the presented models have been incorporated
in a novel methodology for creative behavioral animation, a task that demands both
technical ability and artistic creativity. A number of case-studies are described to
demonstrate the potential of the methodology to produce creative behaviors for some
characters’ actions in a variety of contexts.
1.4 Contributions
The results obtained in this thesis are truly interdisciplinary, presenting novel contri-
butions to the fields of formal languages, evolutionary computation, engineering design
optimization, evolutionary biology, and creative computer animation. What follows
summarizes the contributions in each of these fields.
In the field of formal languages, the novel formalism of string-regulated graph gram-
mars is presented (Chapter 2). It is demonstrated that this formalism can generate
more powerful languages that the classical context-free graph grammars. In addition,
it is showed that different families of languages with an increasing generative power are
defined by varying the type of mapping function and set of string labels. A hierarchy
of string-regulated graph grammars according to its generative power is proved.
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In the field of evolutionary computation, two novel indirect encodings based on
artificial development have been introduced and studied. Both encodings make use of
the formalism of regulated graph grammars. More precisely, the first model (Chapter 3)
is based on string-regulated graph grammars (formally studied in Chapter 2) which has
been demonstrated to facilitate the emergence of qualitative biological properties in the
solutions compared to a traditional direct encoding, such as regularity, organicity, and
modularity. The second model (Chapter 4) represents a closer abstraction to biological
genetic regulation, since it is based on an Artificial Genome coding a Boolean-network.
The quite striking diversity of forms and behavioral strategies evolved with the model
demonstrated its suitability for the new class of behavior-finding problems, where the
behavior of the solutions is to be optimized.
Regarding engineering design optimization, this thesis presents a novel algorithm
for the design of engineering structures, particularly the tensegrity structures (Chap-
ter 3). The proposed evolutionary algorithm based on artificial development searches
for complex three dimensional tensegrity structures that perform well in a realistic
physically-simulated scenario. The model provides solutions with interesting qualita-
tive biological properties highly valuable in an engineering context, especially those
regarding modularity, symmetry, and manufacturability.
The specific contributions to evolutionary biology are related to the role of gene
regulation in the evolutionary emergence of novelty and diversity. The theoretical re-
sults obtained with an evolutionary model based on a simple and fixed set of structural
genes (Chapter 4) support the biological hypothesis that the sole variation in the reg-
ulation of gene expression is indeed a sufficient condition for the emergence of novelty
and diversity of body plans and behaviors.
Finally, in the field of computer animation, a novel methodology for the automatic
generation of creative behavioral animation has been presented (Chapter 5). The evo-
lutionary models studied in this thesis, which have been demonstrated to be especially
suitable for novelty and diversity generation, have been applied to the evolution of
virtual actors. A complete workflow has been proposed for the automatic generation
of creative behaviors for characters adapted to a specific animation context.
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1.5 Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 studies, from the point of
view of formal languages, a novel gene-regulated developmental model based on graph
grammars. More precisely, the new formalism of string-regulated graph grammars is
presented. Chapter 3 integrates the formal model presented in the previous chapter
with an evolutionary algorithm which is applied for the evolution of tensegrity struc-
tures. The results obtained with this novel model is compared with those obtained
by a traditional genetic algorithm based on direct encoding, resulting in qualitative
differences related to properties found in biological organisms. Chapter 4 presents a
variation of the formal model of Chapter 2, resulting in a closer abstraction of biologi-
cal gene regulation. The model is employed to study the role of gene regulation in the
evolutionary emergence of novelty and diversity, which have long puzzled biologists.
Chapter 5 applies the novel models presented in previous chapters to the field of com-
puter graphics. Virtual actors performing novel and diverse behaviors for a specific
animation scene are evolved and then embedded into the animation characters, which
adopt the innovative behaviors. A summary with the main conclusions derived from
this thesis is presented in Chapter 6. Appendix A details some practical aspects of
the implementation of the models and simulations. Finally, Appendix B includes the
summary and conclusions in Spanish.

Chapter 2
A formal model of development
In this chapter, it is presented and studied a model of development based in a formal-
language theoretic framework. The framework, inspired by the genomic regulation of
biological development, defines the concept of graph grammars with string-regulated
rewriting. In this way, a regulatory string represents the genome sequence and a graph
grammar abstracts the development actions of an organism. This formalism can gen-
erate more powerful languages that the classical context-free graph grammars. Fur-
thermore, variations of string-regulated graph grammars, defined attending to the type
of productions and set of regulatory strings, generate a hierarchy of grammar classes
according to their generative power. This model represents the foundation of the evo-
lutionary algorithms studied in the subsequent chapters.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we introduce the motivation
and background of the proposed model. In Section 2.2, we formally define the model.
In Section 2.3, we illustrate the model through a series of examples. Finally, in Section
2.4, we provide results on the expressive power of string-regulated graph grammars.
2.1 Motivation
Multicellular organisms perform a complex developmental process orchestrated by their
genomes to form a new individual from a fertilized egg. Understanding the role of
development in generating the impressive biotic diversity of organisms found on earth
∗The results presented in this chapter have been published in [108].
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is an active subject of research [17].
Development occurs through a series of simultaneously regulated cell divisions, a
process where a parent cell is replaced by two or more daughter cells. Due to this
replacing mechanism, multicellular development has been investigated and found to
inspire some parallel rewriting systems in the field of formal language theory. In a
pioneering work, Lindenmayer [103] proposed L-systems, a parallel rewriting string
grammar extensively applied for the modeling of growing forms, especially plants [134].
A restriction of L-systems is that, by themselves, they can only model filamentous
organisms. This limitation is not present in the case of graphs, which can serve as a
simple description of the development state of an organism, and graph grammars, which
may model the development process of an organism [123]. In the particular case of edge
replacement graph grammars, graph edges represent cells of the organisms, and graph
nodes represent the connection between cells. The rules of the grammar, where an edge
is replaced by a subgraph, represent the process of cell division during development.
Accordingly, a derivation in the grammar represents a complete developmental process
of an organism.
However, an important aspect of the biological development process is its regulation
by a genome, a string that can be represented as words over an alphabet of nucleotides.
Formal methods have been also applied in the investigation of gene regulation, especially
grammar formalisms. Brendel and Busse [21] reported a description of very simple genes
by means of regular grammars. Collado-Vides [34] used transformational grammars
when modeling the regulation structure of genomes. Grate et al. [67] and Sakakibara
et al. [152] considered stochastic context-free grammars for modeling RNA. Searls [158]
used definite clause grammars for modeling biological sequences, including genomes.
Finally, Dassow et al. [41] investigated the evolution of genomes modeling mutation
operations on strings and languages.
Employing a formal-language theoretic framework and inspired by the genomic reg-
ulation of biological development, we propose and study in this thesis graph grammars
with string-regulated rewriting, where the regulatory string represents the genome se-
quence and the graph grammar abstracts the development of an organism. Similarly
to the way in which the genome propagates through the organism’s cells during de-
velopment (and along the myriad of mitosis that will undergo during its entire life),
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in the proposed model the regulatory string propagates through the graph’s edges in
each rewriting step. Although the original genetic material stored in the zygote is in-
deed copied (besides some minor mutations) in every cell of the organism, occasionally,
daughter cells gain additional regulatory information as development progresses. This
process, responsible for cell differentiation, is known as asymmetric cell division [71].
Different molecular mechanisms have been described as responsible for this differen-
tial gene expression, like DNA methylation (blocking of genes expression by addition
of a methyl group) or cell signaling (communication of molecules from neighboring
or precursor cells). The model proposed here aligns with intrinsic asymmetric divi-
sion, a variant of asymmetric division where the fate of the cells is determined when
cell divides, and does not depend on cells interaction. This process has been mod-
eled by dividing the regulatory string into two disjoint substrings, which are passed to
daughter cells as their genetic material. This process resembles gene blocking and the
differential gene expression that takes place in asymmetric division, accounting for a
more heterogeneous read out of the genetic program, and an overall increased power
of expression (i.e., a bigger collection of graph topologies represented by these regu-
lated grammars). The biological knowledge incorporated in the model concerns also
the evolutionary level, since this form of implicit encoding has been show to evolve
topologies that show interesting properties of biological organisms, as demonstrated in
the following chapters.
Finally, it is worth mentioning here that this formalism resembles string grammars
with regulated rewriting reported by Dassow [40], where restrictions are imposed on
the string grammar derivations, increasing their generative power.
2.2 The model and some definitions
Let C be an arbitrary, but fixed alphabet, called set of label symbols.
Definition 1. (1) A (directed) unlabeled graph is a system (E, V, s, t), where
• E is a set of edges;
• V is a set of nodes; and
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• s, t : E → V are maps from E into V , assigning a source and a target to each
edge;
(2) A (directed) string-labeled graph is a system (E, V, s, t, l), where
• (E, V, s, t) is a graph, called underlying graph and denoted by U(G); and
• l : E → C∗ is a mapping, called labeling.
(3) The set of all string-labeled graphs over a set of string labels C∗ is denoted by GC∗.
The set of string-labeled graphs which are labeled with a string ω ∈ C∗ is denoted by
Gω.
Definition 2. A string handle is a string-labeled graph of the form H = ({e1}, {v0, v1}, s, t, l)
with s(e1) = v0 and t(e1) = v1. If l(e1) = ω ∈ C∗, then H is called the string handle
induced by ω and is denoted by ω§.
Remark. The components of a graph G are denoted by EG, VG, sG, tG, and lG,
respectively.
Definition 3. (1) Let G be a string-labeled graph, and let e ∈ EG be an edge in G. The
result of removing e from G is a string-labeled graph D = (ED, VG, sD, tD, lD), where
ED = EG − {e} and sD, tD, lD are the restrictions of sG, tG, lG to ED, respectively.
The graph D will be denoted by REMOVE(G, e).
(2) Let G and D be string-labeled graphs and (g1, g2), (d1, d2) be ordered pairs of nodes
of G and D, respectively. The result of inserting D at (d1, d2) in the graph G at (g1, g2)
is the graph H = (EH , VH , sH , tH , lH), where
EH = EG + ED,
VH = VG + (VD − {d1, d2}),
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and sH , tH , lH are defined as follows
sH(e) =

sG(e) if e ∈ EG,
g1 if e ∈ ED ∧ sD(e) = d1,
g2 if e ∈ ED ∧ sD(e) = d2,
sD(e) otherwise,
tH(e) =

tG(e) if e ∈ EG,
g2 if e ∈ ED ∧ tD(e) = d2,
g1 if e ∈ ED ∧ tD(e) = d1,
sD(e) otherwise,
lH(e) =

lG(e) if e ∈ EG,
lD(e) if e ∈ ED.
The graph H will be denoted by INSERT(G, (g1, g2), D, (d1, d2))
(3) Let D be an unlabeled graph, m : ED → {1, . . . , n} an onto mapping of edges
of D, and ω a string of label symbols. The result of labeling D with ω according to the
mapping m is the string-labeled graph H = (ED, VD, sD, tD, lH), where
ω = γ1γ2 . . . γn, γi ∈ C∗,
lH(ei) =

 if ei /∈ Dom(m),
γm(ei) otherwise;
and
|γi| =

⌈ |ω|
n
⌉
if i ≤ mod(|ω|, n),
⌊ |ω|
n
⌋
otherwise.
The graph H will be denoted by LABEL(D,m,ω).
Definition 4. (1) Let C be a set of label symbols. Then a (string-regulated graph
grammar) production over C is an ordered tuple p = (X,D,E,m), where
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• X ∈ C is the edge label symbol,
• D ∈ G is a directed graph,
• E is an ordered pair (d1, d2) where d1 and d2 are nodes of D, and
• m : ED → {1, . . . , n} is an onto mapping of edges of D.
(2) Given string-labeled graphs G and H, a production p = (X,D,E,m), and an edge
e ∈ EG with lG(e) = Xω, ω ∈ C∗, G directly derives H (through p applied to e) if H is
isomorphic to the graph
INSERT(REMOVE(G, e), (sG(e), tG(e)),LABEL(D,m,ω), E).
A direct derivation from G to H (through p applied to e) is denoted by G =⇒ H
p,e
. A
sequence of direct derivations G0 =⇒
p1,e1
G1 =⇒
p2,e2
. . . =⇒
pm,em
Gm is called a derivation from
G0 to Gm . If P is a set of productions and p1, . . . , pm ∈ P , this is abbreviated by
G0
∗=⇒
P
Gm.
Definition 5. (1) A string-regulated graph grammar is a system S = (C,P,W ), where
• C is a set of label symbols;
• P is a finite set of productions over C such that there is one and only one pro-
duction for each label symbol in C;
• W ⊆ C∗ is a set of possible string labels for the initial string-labeled graph handle.
(2) Let S = (C,P,W ) be a string-regulated graph grammar. The graph language gen-
erated by S consists of all string-labeled graphs with empty string edge labels derivable
from the set W of initial labels, i.e.,
L(S) =
{
G ∈ Gε|ω§ ∗=⇒
P
G,ω ∈W
}
.
We define several variations of string-regulated graph grammars attending to the
type of mapping function and set of string labels.
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Definition 6. (1) A string-regulated graph grammar is simple if all the mappings in
its productions are injective. Otherwise, it is general.
(2) A string-regulated graph grammar is regular if its set of initial string labels is a
regular set. Otherwise, it is arbitrary.
Below, some string-regulated graph grammars are defined, being Example 1 simple
and regular, Example 2 general and regular, and Example 3 simple and arbitrary.
We denote the families of all languages generated by the different types of string-
regulated graph grammars as follows:
• the languages generated by simple regular string-regulated graph grammars by
srSR,
• the languages generated by general regular string-regulated graph grammars by
grSR,
• the languages generated by simple arbitrary string-regulated graph grammars by
saSR,
• the languages generated by general arbitrary string-regulated graph grammars by
gaSR, and
• the set of all graph languages by AL.
We now formalize context-free graph grammars and their languages used in the rest
of the chapter.
Definition 7. (1) A (directed) symbol-labeled graph is a system (E, V, s, t, l), where
• (E, V, s, t) is a graph, called underlying graph and denoted by U(G); and
• l : E → C is a mapping, called labeling.
(2) The set of all symbol-labeled graphs over a set of symbol labels C is denoted by GC .
The set of symbol-labeled graphs which are labeled with a symbol α ∈ C is denoted by
Gα.
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Definition 8. A symbol handle is a symbol-labeled graph of the form H = ({e1}, {v0, v1}, s, t, l)
with s(e1) = v0 and t(e1) = v1. If l(e1) = α ∈ C, then H is called the symbol handle
induced by α and is denoted by α§.
We define the graphs denoted by REMOVE(G, e) and INSERT(G, (g1, g2), D, (d1, d2)),
being G and D symbol-labeled graphs, analogously as in the case for string-labeled
graphs (see Definition 3).
Definition 9. (1) Let N ⊂ C be a subset of C. Then a (context-free graph grammar)
production over N is an ordered pair p = (A,R), where
• A ∈ N is the left-hand side of p,
• R ∈ GC is the right-hand side of p.
(2) Given symbol-labeled graphs G and H, a production p = (A,R), and an edge e ∈ EG
with lG(e) = A, G directly derives H (through p applied to e) if H is isomorphic to the
graph
INSERT(REMOVE(G, e), (sG(e), tG(e)), R).
A direct derivation from G to H (through p applied to e) is denoted by G =⇒ H
p,e
. A
sequence of direct derivations G0 =⇒
p1,e1
G1 =⇒
p2,e2
. . . =⇒
pm,em
Gm is called a derivation from
G0 to Gm . If P is a set of productions and p1, . . . , pm ∈ P , this is abbreviated by
G0
∗=⇒
P
Gm.
Definition 10. (1) A context-free graph grammar is a system S = (N,T, P, Z), where
• N is a set of nonterminal symbols;
• T is a set of terminal symbols;
• P is a finite set of context-free productions over N ;
• Z ∈ N is the axiom.
(2) Let S = (N,T, P, Z) be a context-free graph grammar. The graph language generated
by S consists of all terminal-labeled graphs derivable from the the handle induced by Z,
i.e.,
L(S) =
{
G ∈ GT |Z§ ∗=⇒
P
G
}
.
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Figure 2.1: The only derivation of the string-regulated graph grammar defined in
Example 1.
We finish this section with some notations used in the rest of the chapter. We
denote a directed path graph with n edges by ←n or →n. Similarly, a concatenation of
n cycle graphs of two vertices is denoted byn. By G⊕H we denote the concatenation
of G and H, being G and H directed path graphs or a concatenation of cycle graphs
of two vertices.
2.3 Some examples
In this section we present some examples which illustrate the concepts given in the
preceding section and show that some languages can and some languages cannot be
generated.
Example 1. We consider a simple regular string-regulated graph grammar S = ({d, u, i,
n}, P, {uduunn}) with P consisting of the rules
p1 : d //
s
t
t
t1  2 p2 : u //
s
t
ttt
1
2
p3 : i //
s
t
t
t
OO1 p4 : n //
s
t
t
t1
where the pair E = (d1, d2) is indicated by labeling d1 with s and d2 with t, and
the mapping m is indicated by the numeric labels in the edges. Fig. 2.1 shows the
only derivation of the grammar that leads to the unique graph included in L(S). The
symbol that heads the label of the edge that is replaced in the next derivation step is
underlined.
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We now show the following fact:
There does not exist a string label ω for the string-regulated graph grammar S defined
above that can generate the graph K4.
We assume that there exists such string label ω for the string-regulated graph grammar
S that generates the graph K4, and we obtain a contradiction. Let
ω§ =⇒
p1,e1
G1 =⇒
p2,e2
. . . =⇒
pm,em
K4
be a sequence of direct derivations. Now, one of such direct derivation =⇒
pi,ei
must
generate the fourth node of the graph. Moreover, there is no production in the grammar
that generates an edge between two non-connected nodes, so, the production pi that
generates the fourth node of the graph must generate edges between the new node and
the other three nodes. Though, there is no production in the grammar that can create
a node connected to other three nodes, and a contradiction occurs.
Example 2. Let S = ({u, a, b, c}, P, u{a, b, c}∗) be a general regular string-regulated
graph grammar where P is given by
p1 : u //
s t
t t//1 t//1 p2 : a //
s t
t t// t//1
p3 : b //
s t
t too t//1 p4 : c //
s t
t too1
where the pair E = (d1, d2) is indicated by labeling d1 with s and d2 with t, and the
mapping m is indicated by the numeric labels in the edges.
Any derivation has to start with p1, which yields a linear graph of two edges with
the same labeling. Hence, the two edges of such graph derive the same linear subgraph,
both sharing the last node and the first node, respectively. If H is a linear graph it
can be noted as a word over {←,→}. Thus the generated language is the set of all
linear graphs where the first half subgraph equals to the second half subgraph, i.e.,
L(S) = {H ⊕H|H ∈ {←,→}∗}.
As a result, we now show that our concept differs from that of context-free graph
grammars with respect to generative power.
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Proposition 1. Let S be the string-regulated graph grammar defined in Example 2.
There does not exist a context-free graph grammar S′ such that L(S′) = L(S), i.e., the
graph language L(S) is a non-context-free graph language.
Proof. We show that the language L(S) is a non-context-free language using the pump-
ing lemma of context-free graph languages [96]. We assume that L(S) is a context-free
graph language and shall obtain a contradiction.
Let p and q be the constants that satisfy the conditions set by the pumping lemma
and are guaranteed to exist. Select the graph G =→p+q ⊕ ←p+q ⊕ →p+q ⊕ ←p+q.
Clearly, G is a member of L(S) and its number of edges is greater than p. We show that
G cannot be pumped. The pumping lemma states that G can be pumped by gluing G of
a sequence of three subgraphs FIRST , LINK, and LAST , where |ELINK |+|ELAST | ≤
q.
First, we show that the graph LINK must straddle the midpoint of G. Otherwise,
if the graph occurs only in the first half of G, pumping G up to FIRST ⊕ LINK ⊕
LINK ⊕ LAST moves at least a ← into the first position of the second half, and so
it cannot be of the form H ⊕ H. Similarly, if LINK occurs in the second half of G,
pumping G up to FIRST ⊕LINK ⊕LINK ⊕LAST moves at least a → into the last
position of the first half, and so it cannot be of the form H ⊕H.
But if the graph LINK straddles the midpoint of G, when we try to pump G down
to FIRST ⊕ LAST it has the form →p+q ⊕ ←i ⊕ →j ⊕ ←p+q, where i and j cannot
both be p+ q. This graph is not of the form H ⊕H. Thus G cannot be pumped, and
L(S) is a non-context-free language.
Example 3. Let S = ({u, a, b}, P, {ua2nbn | n ≥ 1) be a simple arbitrary string-
regulated graph grammar with P given by
p1 : u //
s t
t too1 t//2 t--3
mm
p2 : a //
s t
t t// t//1 p3 : b //
s t
t t// t--1
mm
where the pair E = (d1, d2) is indicated by labeling d1 with s and d2 with t, and the
mapping m is indicated by the numeric labels in the edges.
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Any derivation has to start with p1 which yields a linear graph of two opposite
direction edges followed by a loop. In this first direct derivation, the label is distributed
among three edges, namely an, an, and bn, respectively. Hence, the grammar derives a
linear graph of n left edges connected to a linear graph of n right edges connected to n
linear loops, i.e.,
L(S) = {←n ⊕ →n ⊕n| n ≥ 1}.
We give a statement analogous to Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Let S be the string-regulated graph grammar defined in Example 3.
There does not exist a graph grammar S′ such that L(S′) = L(S), i.e., the graph
language L(S) is a non-context-free graph language.
Proof. We show that the language L(S) is a non-context-free language using the pump-
ing lemma of context-free graph languages. We assume that L(S) is a context-free graph
language and we obtain a contradiction. Let p and q be the constants that satisfy the
conditions set by the pumping lemma and are guaranteed to exist. Select the graph
G =←p ⊕ →p ⊕ p. Clearly G is a member of L(S) and its number of edges is at
least p. The pumping lemma states that G can be pumped, but we consider four cases
to show that this result is impossible.
1. The graph LINK does not have left edges. In this case, when we try to pump
down the graph, FIRST ⊕ LAST contains more left edges than right edges or
loops. Therefore it is not a member of L(S), and a contradiction occurs.
2. The graph LINK does not have right edges. In this case, FIRST⊕LAST contains
more right edges than left edges or loops. Therefore it is not a member of L(S),
and a contradiction occurs.
3. The graph LINK does not have loops. In this case, FIRST ⊕ LAST contains
more loops than right or left edges. Therefore it is not a member of L(S), and a
contradiction occurs.
4. When LINK contains more than one type (right edges, left edges, or loops),
FIRST ⊕ LINK ⊕ LINK ⊕ LAST will not contain the edges in the correct
order. Hence it cannot be a member of L(S), and a contradiction occurs.
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2.4 The power of string-regulated graph grammars
2.4.1 On the size of graphs
For k ≥ 2, k sets N1, N2, . . . , Nk of natural numbers, m ≥ 0, and a set N of natural
numbers, we set
N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nk = {a1 + a2 + · · ·+ ak | ai ∈ Ni}
and
m ·N = N +N + · · ·+N︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
.
Let U be a set of graphs. We set
a(U) = {#(E) | (E, V, s, t) ∈ U}.
Lemma 1. Let SRGG = (C,P,W ) be a simple string-regulated graph grammar. For
any X ∈ C, let
a(X) = {#(E′)− 1 | (X, (E′, V ′, s′, t′), E,m) ∈ P}.
Then
a(L(SRGG)) =
⋃
w∈W
{1 +
∑
X∈C
#X(w) · a(X)}.
Proof. Obviously, because the grammar is simple, any occurrence of X ∈ C in some
word w ∈ W leads to one application of a rule (X,D,E,m) ∈ P . Moreover, any
application of the rule (X,D,E,m) with D = (E′, V ′, s′, t′) adds #(E′)− 1 new edges
to the graph (one edge replaces the edge which is removed). Hence, if (E2, V2, s2, t2)
is obtained from (E1, V1, s1, t1) by application of (X,D,E,m) with D = (E′, V ′, s′, t′),
then #(E2) = #(E1) + #(E′) − 1. Hence #(E2) = #(E1) + s for some s ∈ a(X).
Taking into consideration all occurrences of labels in a word of W , and the fact that
we start with one edge, we get the statement.
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Theorem 2. For any simple regular string-regulated graph grammar S, there are
naturals numbers n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0, r1 ≤ r2 ≤ · · · ≤ rn ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ · · · ≤ sm and
k > sm − s1 such that
a(L(S)) = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} ∪
m⋃
i=1
{si + kj | j ≥ 0}.
Proof. Let S = (C,P,W ) be a simple regular string-regulated graph grammar. We
define the finite substitution h : C∗ → {b}∗ where b /∈ C by h(X) = {ba | a ∈ a(X)} for
X ∈ C. Obviously, for w ∈W , we have bn ∈ h(w) if and only if n ∈∑X∈C #X(w)·a(X).
Thus, by Lemma 1, bn ∈ {b}{h(w) | w ∈ W} if and only if n ∈ a(L(S)). Because W
is regular and the family of regular languages is closed under finite substitutions and
concatenation, {b}{h(w) | w ∈ W} is a regular language over the unary alphabet {b}.
It is a well-known fact that, for a regular language L over a unary alphabet {b}, there
exist naturals numbers n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0, r1 ≤ r2 ≤ · · · ≤ rn ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ · · · ≤ sm and
k > sm − s1 such that bn ∈ L if and only if n = ri for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or n = sj + kl
for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and some l ≥ 0. Now the statement follows immediately.
From Theorem 2, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1. For any graph language L ∈ srSR, there are constants k1 and k2 (de-
pending on L) such that, for any graph Z = (E, V, s, t) ∈ L with #(E) ≥ k1, there is a
graph Z ′ = (E′, V ′, s′, t′) ∈ L such that |#(E)−#(E′)| ≤ k2. 
2.4.2 The hierarchy of string-regulated graph grammars
We start with a comparison of string-regulated graph grammars and context-free graph
grammars, where we have already partial results in the Propositions 1 and 2.
Theorem 3. GG ⊂ saSR.
Proof. For a graph grammar S = (N,T, P, Z), define the string-regulated graph gram-
mar S′ = (C,P ′,W ) as follows. C = P ∪ {η}, being η a symbol not included in N .
For each production p ∈ P , define an equivalent production p′ ∈ P ′ with the same
edge label symbol, directed graph, and ordered node pair than p; and an arbitrary, but
complete, mapping of edges of the graph. P ′ also includes an additional production
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pη, the neutral production, with edge label symbol η, a directed handle as the graph,
and a trivial complete mapping. Clearly, the application of the neutral production to a
graph results in the same graph. Finally, W is defined such that it includes a word for
each possible derivation of the S grammar in the following way. Let define a sequence
of direct derivations
G1 =⇒
p1,e1
G2 =⇒
p2,e2
. . . =⇒
pk−2,ek−2
Gk−1 =⇒
pk−1,ek−1
Gk
of the graph grammar S. In order to define the corresponding word included in W
for such derivation we label with strings the graphs of the sequence. The graph Gk
have all its edges labeled with ε. For each graph Gi, i < k, the labels of its edges
will be the same than in Gi+1, except for the replaced edge, ei−1, that will have the
string ω = cu1ηs−|u1|u2ηs−|u2| . . . umηs−|um|, being c the replaced edge label symbol,
u1, . . . , um the labels of the corresponding edges in the graph Gi+1 according to the
ordering of the production p’ in S′, and s = {max|uj |, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. The graph G1
is a handle graph, and the label of its only edge is the word included in W for that
derivation.
The strictness of the inclusion follows by Example 2 and Proposition 1.
We now compare the different types of string-regulated graph grammars with re-
spect to their power.
Lemma 4. srSR ⊂ grSR
Proof. The inclusion holds by definition. The strictness of the inclusion can be proved
showing that the graph language L = {→2n | n ≥ 0} can be generated by a general
regular string-regulated graph grammar, but that it cannot be generated by a simple
regular string-regulated graph grammar. Let S = ({u}, P, u∗) be a general regular
string-regulated graph grammar, being P :
p1 : u //
s t
t t//1 t//1
Clearly, the grammar S produces the language L.
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However, L /∈ srSR by Corollary 1 since there the difference 2n − 2n−1, n ≥ 1, can
be arbitrarily large.
Lemma 5. saSR = gaSR
Proof. saSR ⊆ gaSR. The inclusion holds by definition.
gaSR ⊆ saSR. Let S = (C,P,W ) be a general arbitrary string-regulated graph
grammar. Then we construct the simple arbitrary string-regulated graph grammar S′ =
(C,P ′,W ′) where P ′ contains equivalents productions than the productions contained
in P , but replacing its onto mappings by partial functions without varying the number
of edges mapped. P ′ also includes an additional production pη, the neutral production,
with edge label symbol η, a directed handle as graph, and a trivial complete mapping.
Finally,W is defined such that it includes a word for each possible derivation of S in the
following way: let define a sequence of direct derivations G1 =⇒
p1,e1
G2 =⇒
p2,e2
. . . =⇒
pk−2,ek−2
Gk−1 =⇒
pk−1,ek−1
Gk of the graph grammar S, in order to define the corresponding word
included in W for such derivation we relabel the graphs of the sequence, starting with
Gk and ending with G1. The graph Gk remains with all its edges labeled with ε. For
each graph Gi, i < k, the labels of its edges will be the same than in Gi+1, except for
the replaced edge, ei−1, that will have the string ω = cu1ηs−|u1|u2ηs−|u2| . . . umηs−|um|,
being c the replaced edge label symbol, u1, . . . , um the labels of the corresponding
edges in the graph Gi+1 according to the ordering of the production p’ in S′, and
s = {max|uj |, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. The graph G1 is a handle graph, and the label of its only
edge is the word included in W for that derivation.
Lemma 6. grSR ⊂ saSR
Proof. Obviously, grSR ⊆ gaSR follows by definition. Now the inclusion grSR ⊆
saSR follows by Lemma 5.
The strictness of the inclusion can be proved showing that the graph language L =
{→nn | n ≥ 0} can be generated by a simple arbitrary string-regulated graph grammar,
but it cannot be generated by a general regular string-regulated graph grammar. Let
S = ({s}, P, snn) be a simple arbitrary string-regulated graph grammar, being P :
p1 : s //
s t
t t// t//1
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Clearly, the grammar S produces the language L. Now we show that the language L
cannot be generated by a general regular string-regulated graph grammar. We assume
that S′ = (C,P ’,W ) is a general regular string-regulated graph grammar that generates
the language L and we obtain a contradiction. Let define a string ω ∈ W at least of
length k. Since W is a regular language, according to the pumping lemma of regular
languages, the string ω can be divided into three substrings, ω = xyz, satisfying that
xyiz ∈W . Since S′ produces the language L, we assume that xyz§ ∗=⇒
P
→mm . Because
xy2z ∈ W , |xy| ≤ k, and a sequence of productions starting with an edge labeled
with a word of length at most k can generate at most ck edges, being c a constant,
we get that at most ck additional edges can be generated for each edge. Therefore
xy2z§ ∗=⇒
P
→mm·ck , but for an m large enough, mm ·ck < (m+1)m+1, hence→mm·ck /∈ L,
and a contradiction occurs.
Lemma 7. gaSR ⊂ AL.
Proof. The inclusion follows by definition.
We show that the graph language L = {Ki | i > 1} cannot be generated by
any string-regulated graph grammar. We assume that there exists a grammar S that
generates the graph language L, and we obtain a contradiction. Let define a sequence
of direct derivations
ω =⇒
p1,e1
G1 =⇒
p2,e2
. . . =⇒
pm,em
Ki
for some i > 2. Now, one of such direct derivations =⇒
pj ,ej
must generate the i node of the
graph. Moreover, there cannot exist a production in the grammar that generates an
edge between two non-connected nodes because the grammar always replaces a single
edge. So, the production pj that generates the i node of the graph must replace an
edge with the Ki graph. Clearly, in order to obtain a derivation of the Ki+1 graph,
we need a production that replaces the edge with the Ki+1 graph. Though, we need
an infinite set of productions to generate the language L, but a string-regulated graph
grammar must have a finite set of productions, and a contradiction occurs.
Summarizing our results we get the following statement, illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Theorem 8. srSR ⊂ grSR ⊂ saSR = gaSR ⊂ AL. 
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchy of the families of all languages generated by the different
types of string-regulated graph grammars. A representative language of each family
is included for each level in the hierarchy.
Chapter 3
Emergent properties in
evolutionary development
In this chapter, we describe a novel artificial developmental model based on the formal-
ism of string-regulated graph grammars presented in the previous chapter. The model
has been integrated in an evolutionary algorithm, resulting in a novel method for search
and optimization. More precisely, the performance of the proposed method has been
tested in the well-known problem of form-finding. The problem consists in designing
three-dimensional tensegrity structures that perform well in a complex simulated sce-
nario. In order to demonstrate the significance of the proposed indirect encoding, we
have performed a comparison with a direct encoding method presented by Paul et al.
[130] for the generation of tensegrity structures. The comparison highlights interesting
qualitative biological properties that emerge when the solutions are indirectly encoded.
It is also worth noticing that such properties are highly valuable in an engineering
context.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 the related work of the proposed
model is reviewed. In Section 3.2, the model is described. Section 3.3 presents and
compares the evolutionary results of the direct and indirect models. Finally, in Section
3.4, we present the conclusions, summarizing the biological properties that emerge in
the presented model due to the developmental encoding.
∗The results presented in this chapter have been published in [106].
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3.1 Related work
An important aspect in the implementation of an evolutionary algorithm is the genotype-
to-phenotype encoding scheme [92]. Traditional evolutionary algorithms use a direct
encoding method (i.e., the individual is represented by a row of data that is explicitly
linked to its properties). However, a direct mapping has been shown to not being effec-
tive in complex problems, due to limitations in scalability, adaptability, and evolvability
[81]. As a result, evolutionary algorithms with indirect encodings have been applied in
a wide range of abstract problems (for a review see [164]), yet the discovery of mor-
phologies, or form-finding, that verify certain constraints is one of the most promising
lines of application.
A diverse set of computational paradigms that make use of developmental mecha-
nisms and indirect encodings has been proposed for the problem of form-finding. Cel-
lular automata have been used as a model of development to generate simple shapes
[45, 46], biological processes (e.g. gastrulation and limb budding) [73, 74], and spe-
cific target two-dimensional patterns [30] and three-dimensional patterns [6, 7]. Rules
that fire cell functions (as mitosis, apoptosis, or migration) have been implemented
to design three-dimensional geometrical shapes [168], tessellating tiles in a grid [9],
and three-dimensional morphologies [97]. Rules have been combined with gene regu-
latory networks that regulate their activation to evolve two-dimensional shapes [55],
two-dimensional patterns [173, 59, 60], and three-dimensional multicellular organisms
[56, 57, 86]. Rules combined with diffusion of chemicals have also been proposed in
[70] to develop simple shapes. Development models based on grammars have also been
proposed, such as string grammars to develop house plants [148] and L-systems to en-
code plant morphologies [135, 91], 3D branched organisms [32], objects made of voxels
[78, 77], and surfaces in 3D spaces [72]. Shape grammars [166], a production system
to generate geometric shapes, have been evolved for architectural designs [156]. Gram-
matical evolution, a method to evolve productions of a string grammar by encoding the
rules of the production in a binary genome [128], has been applied to shape grammars to
evolve simple shapes [129]. Other paradigms used in the literature are genetic program-
ming for 2D patterns [117], instructions for a block builder based on turtle graphics
[140, 141], neural networks to develop multicellular organisms [51, 52], and functions
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to develop 2D images with structural motifs [165]. Finally, models that resemble in
more detail biological processes, as proteins concentrations or cell chemical signaling,
have been also proposed [98, 147, 145, 58, 146, 2]. While these models make use of
developmental methods and indirect encodings, and constitute a great achievement in
the field, they are not focused on the implementation of engineering structures; thus,
their practical utility is limited.
A few researchers have applied developmental methods to the form-finding of en-
gineering structures. Shea et al. [159, 160] used simulated annealing to evolve shape
grammars for the automation of the design process of roof trusses and discrete struc-
tures. Rudolph and Alber [150] proposed an evolutionary algorithm based on genetic
programming to evolve node-based graph grammars that encoded structures that re-
semble transmission towers. Finally, Lobo et al. [105] proposed an encoding based
on a construction tree to evolve the sequence of modifications that can transform a
given truss structure into a new one that serves a different function. In summary, these
works represent promising examples of the application of developmental methods to
the form-finding of engineering structures.
Increased attention has been devoted to structures called tensegrity, a term coined
by Buckminster Fuller [22] to denominate structures consisting of a set of rigid elements
(struts) connected by a set of tensile elements (strings). Tensegrities are characterized
by their tensile integrity [121], a property that has been found in biological structures
[84] and used in multiple engineering problems [172]. Consequently, it has been gener-
ated a natural interest in automated systems to find tensegrity structures.
Several methods have been proposed for exploring subsets of the entire search space
of tensegrity structures (for a review see [172] and [87]); however, the problem of discov-
ering new and complex tensegrity structures remains open [142]. Bioinspired methods
have been also applied to seek for tensegrity structures. Paul et al. [130] proposed
an evolutionary algorithm based on a direct encoding to evolve the connectivity pat-
tern and parameter values of tensegrity structures with maximal volume. Rieffel et al.
[142] presented an evolutionary algorithm using a generative representation based on
map L-systems, which produces large and complex irregular tensegrities with the goal
of maximizing their volume. Therefore, while recent methods have been proposed to
discover tensegrity structures that maximize their volume, a model that searches for
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complex tensegrity structures to optimize a complex engineering problem is yet to be
undertaken.
3.2 Developmental and evolutionary morphodynamics
We formulated the problem as to how a vehicle, configured as a mass-spring network,
might land properly when falling from a given height. The physics of the simulation
will be described in the next section; here we concentrate on how the structure of such a
vehicle is encoded. Some indirect methods have been described in the literature to en-
code networks of springs, and search for structures with particular properties, partially
benefiting from the strategies that biology exploits in searching fitted structures. Be-
low it is described a very simple model of genetic expression that allows modularity of
substructures in the development of an organism. The model is based on the formalism
of string-regulated graph grammars presented in the previous chapter, but extended
with geometrical properties. Additionally, the results obtained with the model for a
problem of evolutionary form-finding of landing structures will be compared to those
obtained with a method for direct encoding.
3.2.1 An indirect encoding scheme
Similarly to other methods for indirect encoding that have been proposed, this model
has a grammatical nature. More precisely, an individual develops according to the
information contained in its genome, by regulated rewriting of an initial graph under
the control of a regulated graph grammar. The production system of the grammar is
made of rules which can (1) alter the properties of one edge in a graph, (2) replace
the edge by two new edges, and (3) affect the future regulation of the resulting edge or
edges. The genome of an individual is implemented as a string that results from the
concatenation of substrings, each containing an index to a rule, and numeric values to
instantiate the rule’s attributes. These substrings will be referred as genes, since they
represent indivisible units of genetic expression.
Fig. 3.1 is a graphical interpretation of the proposed model in biological terms. If
the organism is represented by a labeled graph, an edge corresponds to a cell in this
scheme, and the two vertices that delimit the edge are points of adhesion to neighboring
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of a developing multicellular organism, representing the ge-
netic (genome, and beginning and end of the cell domain) and physical (rest length,
and connectivity properties c1 and c2) cellular information.
cells. As it is the case in multicellular organisms, cells can differentiate into specific
cellular types by controlling its genetic expression in a particular way. Each cell stores
a copy of the genome, plus additional information about what portion of it will be
expressed (we will refer to this subset of genes as the domain of expression of a cell in a
given time). This mechanism is implemented as a pair of indexes to the genes, indicating
the domain’s beginning and end. In addition to the morphological transformation
that it may produce, the application of a rule always alters the domain of a cell. In
each derivation step, every cell expresses simultaneously the first gene of its domain,
afterwards the graph is rewritten, and the domains are updated in each cell of the
resulting graph. If the domain of a cell is an empty string, then the cell has finished
expressing the genome, entering a sort of stable house-keeping regime. The development
of an organism stops when all cells are in such stable regime. The rules have been
designed in such a way that the resulting graph is connected, and a final graph is
always obtained after a derivation of a finite length (i.e., development completes in a
given time, and entering infinite loops cannot occur, as it is shown below).
In order to obtain a mass-spring network, the developing graph is extended with ge-
ometric properties in a Euclidean space (each node is labeled with spatial coordinates),
and edges are considered as springs (labeled with physical properties). The grammar’s
rules can affect these values in order to configure the morphology and functionality of
the developed organism. Individuals always start development from an initial graph
that is the axiom of the grammar (or the zygote), and which is made of two nodes con-
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nected by a single edge. Graph rewriting proceeds until the development stops. The
developed organism is then ready to be simulated in a landing test, as it is described
in the next section.
The set of possible morphologies (and consequently, possible functions) is con-
strained by the characteristics of the production system. The rules of the generative
model are described first for a two-dimensional model (Fig. 3.2a). One rule to alter the
length of a cell, and two different rules to implement cellular division are considered.
The resize rule (R) may affect the rest length of an edge. It includes an attribute
determining the new length of the edge, in the range [0.2,5], relative to the current one.
If the value of the attribute is greater than one, then the rest length is increased, other-
wise it decreases. The duplicate rule (D) replaces an edge by two edges connecting the
same nodes of the original edge. It also defines an attribute that is used to apportion
the expression domain of the original edge. The split rule (S) replaces an edge by two
new edges connecting the original nodes in a sequence. It defines two attributes, the
first one determines the proportional length of the new edges, with respect the length
of the original edge, and the second one concerns the distribution of the domain of ex-
pression, similarly to the duplicate rule. The new node created in a split rule is slightly
misaligned to the right with respect to the direction of the original edge, provoking
a bias towards a given direction in case of compression. Finally, the connection rule
(C) is included to affect the connectivity properties of the nodes that delimit an edge.
Two attributes (one for each node) determine the activation state of the edges in the
following way: a node will be active if at least one of edges converging on it has its
corresponding attribute set active. Two nodes will be connected by a new edge if both
nodes are active, and the distance between them is below a certain threshold. This
new edge will be inserted as a structural element, with an empty expression domain,
connection attributes set to inactive, and a rest length equal to the average over the
rest lengths of the edges converging to the two nodes. The creation of these structural
edges facilitates the emergence of tensile integrity by connecting nodes that are pushed
later to opposite directions.
All rules have an effect on the domain of the cell. In the case of the resize rule, only
the beginning of the domain is altered, in a way that discards the first gene of the current
domain. Duplicate and split rules generate two domains by splitting the current one
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Production system of the regulated graph grammar. (a) Definition of
the rewriting rules: transformation of an edge (left), and new domain(s) of expres-
sion (right). (b) Four derivation steps for the genome D()R(2.0)D(0.5)S(0.2,0.5)R(0.5).
into two, according to the value of their apportion attribute, in the range [0,1]. These
rules assign to the first descendant cell a domain that covers from the second gene of
the current domain to an intermediate gene (as shown in Fig. 3.2a), being the rest
of the domain assigned to the second cell. As a special case, when the gene does not
specify a value for this attribute, the domain for both descendants will be the same,
and covers from the second gene to the end of the domain in the progenitor cell. As
a consequence of this, concrete regions of the genome can be expressed simultaneously
in different parts of the organism, allowing modularity.
The described genetic expression model generates an infinite family of 2D connected
graphs. Although not all connected graphs are represented with this regulated graph
grammar, the diversity of forms and behaviors displayed by the resulting spring net-
works is huge, and would cover the needs of most form-finding strategies. We will refer
to this model as ELSA (a short for Expression by Limited Splitting Actions).
Fig. 3.2b illustrates how an example genome (D()R(2.0)D(0.5)S(0.2,0.5)R(0.5)) develops
into a final organism under the ELSA scheme. From top to bottom, the initial graph
contains a single cell with a domain that covers the entire genome. The expression
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of the first gene (duplicate, without parameters) results into two overlapping edges
with the same domain. The second gene is then interpreted by the two edges, causing
an increment of the rest length in both edges. The domains now start in the third
gene, and a new duplication takes place, leaving the graph with four overlapping edges,
although now the domains have been distributed between the descendant nodes. The
following derivation step involves two different rules: two edges split, and the other two
edges resize to half the original length. In this point development completes, since all
the edges have an empty domain.
A variant of this model, ELSA3, incorporates necessary mechanisms for the mor-
phologies to explore the third spatial dimension. On one hand, the spatial coordinates
of the nodes are defined in a three dimensional space. On the other hand, the split rule
defines a new parameter to set the inclination of the new edges in the original edge’s
normal plane.
The performance of ELSA3 in form-finding will be compared to a direct encoding
scheme, concretely to the model proposed in [130]. This method is appropriate for
comparison since it was tested in the evolutionary search of tensegrities. It represents
structures as a connected graph with vertices located in a three dimensional space and
edges labeled as either struts or cables. A genotype contains the initial position of
the vertices, and the connectivity pattern of the struts and cables is obtained through
shuﬄe actions. The final form of a structure is obtained by applying a relaxation
algorithm to the initial position, setting the rest length of all cables to 0, and the rest
lengths of all struts to 1.
Finally, we demonstrate that the genetic expression derived from the proposed
model ends for all possible genomes, since a given genome will always produce a deriva-
tion of finite length. Firstly, we see that the derivation starts with a single edge that has
a finite domain of genes (n > 0). After expressing the first gene of the genome, we get
a graph that either has one edge (if the gene corresponded to a resize or a connection
rule) or two edges (duplicate or split rules). In both cases, we can see that the domains
of the resulting edges contains a number of genes smaller than n. In the first case, the
resulting edge contains a domain with n − 1 genes. In the second case, either both
edges contain a domain with n − 1 edges if the duplicate or split rule did not specify
a value for the domain division, or they contain x and y genes, with x+ y = n− 1, in
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the case that the domain apportion parameter was instantiated. From this argument
it follows that, given a finite genome, the number of genes to be expressed by the cells
of the organism as development progresses is strictly decreasing, which guarantees the
development to stop for all possible genomes.
3.2.2 Physics of the model
As pointed out in the previous section, edges have been modeled as damped springs,
while nodes are free movable joints. The dynamics of a spring is determined by the
spring constant, the damping constant, and the rest length, being the first two global
to all edges, and the last one particular of each edge. These values configure the
compressive and tensile properties of the edge. The fact that an edge is stretched or
compressed in a given moment during the simulation depends on the parameters and
the forces applied on it by neighboring edges, and its interaction with the environment.
All the springs in the organism share the same spring and damping constants (k
and c, respectively), while the rest length is settled during the development. Spring
dynamics results from applying these equations to the nodes: ~Fk = −k~l (Hook’s law),
and ~Fc = −c~l (damping force), where ~l is the displacement vector of the edge (i.e., the
distance and direction in which the edge is deformed). Node dynamics is also affected
by the friction with the medium. This is implemented according to the expression
~Fm = −µm~v, where µm is the friction coefficient, and ~v is the velocity vector of the
node. During development, springs’ dynamics are evaluated, and contribute to the
final shape of the structure (the phenotype). In the evaluation of the individual’s
fitness, apart from these forces, the simulation also includes (1) gravitation ~Fg = −g~uz,
where g is gravity’s acceleration constant, and ~uz is the vector orthonormal to the
Z -axis; (2) a force that is normal to the ground ~FN , modeled as a plane defined by
the X - and Y -axis; (3) a force of the kinetic friction with the ground, modeled as
~Ff = −µd
∣∣∣~FN ∣∣∣ xˆ, being ud the kinetic friction coefficient, and xˆ the displacement unit
vector of the node; and finally, (4) a coefficient of restitution ρ that is applied to the
nodes after inelastic ground collisions. For the class of structures used in this work, a
4th-order Runge-Kutta integrator has been implemented to approximate solutions for
the former equations of motion. Finally, collisions among edges have not been modeled.
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This reduces significantly the computational cost of the fitness function, while keeping a
high level of realism. (Since the considered problem favors the generation of tensegrities
in the organism, tensile balance in well-fitted solutions tends to avoid large excursions
of the edges during landing, reducing considerably overall collisions among edges.)
3.2.3 Evolutionary search
ELSA3 and the direct scheme have been used as the encoding strategy in a genetic
search of structures that land properly when launched from a given height. Every
individual in the population develops from its genetic information, and afterwards the
freely fall on the ground is physically simulated (with a given initial speed vector). The
fitness of an individual represents how well it managed landing, integrating how far
it stays from a target point, and how the impact has been absorbed. The following
equation combines these magnitudes in a single value:
f(sk) =
1
d(c1, c2)
∑
i≤n
∣∣∣~ji∣∣∣
where f(sk) means the fitness value for the k-th structure of the population that has
been simulated for n time steps. The first term in the denominator represents the
distance traveled by the lander after the impact, measured as the Euclidean distance
between the contact and the resting position. More precisely, c1 is the point in the plane
where the center of mass projects when the structure touches down for the first time,
and c2 is the center of mass projection in the plane when the structure has completed
landing. On the other hand, the second term represents the impact disturbance of the
structure, computed as the accumulated jerk in the sequence of points that the center
of mass describes during landing, being ~ji the jerk vector at time step i. The jerk
(first derivative of the acceleration) behaves as a predictor for large accelerations of
short duration [157], a magnitude that is to be minimized in vehicles which have to
decelerate abruptly. As a consequence, the resulting function computes a higher fitness
value for structures that smoothly slow down and remain close to the impact point.
A standard experiment consisted of simulating the evolution of a fix-sized population
of 250 structures during 500 generations. The initial population contains genomes
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comprising between 2 and 8 genes, where the genes and their attribute values are
randomly generated. The genomes of the individuals that form the new populations
are obtained by mutating existing ones, according to four operators:
• Insertion: a new random gene is inserted in a random position.
• Deletion: a gene is randomly chosen and removed.
• Replacement: a gene is randomly chosen and replaced by a new random gene.
• Single-attribute: an attribute of a randomly chosen gene is replaced by a new
random attribute.
The probabilities of occurrence associated to each operator are 0.2, 0.1, 0.1 and 0.6, for
insertion, deletion, replacement, and attribute mutation, respectively. A new genera-
tion is obtained by mutating and replacing 90% of the current population. The selection
operator was implemented as a roulette algorithm, with a probability of selection lin-
early proportional to the fitness. In order to minimize the disruption of mutations, they
are more likely to occur on positions of the genome to the right side, since the genome
is interpreted from left to right, and with this strategy the first stages of development
tend to stay unaltered. Elitism of one individual has also been implemented.
3.3 Simulation results
The developmental model, physical simulator, and evolutionary algorithm have been
implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). The genetic search has been run 100
times to test the models (50 times for each encoding scheme). On average, simulation
time for one run (initialization and evolution of the population) in a computer cluster
of 52 CPUs (2 GHz) meant 4 hours.
Fig. 3.3 shows the average fitness curves over 50 runs using the direct (a), and in-
direct (b) encoding methods. The best-individual curves (blue) are accompanied with
error bars, representing the standard deviation of the fitness of the best-individuals.
In both cases it is observed a quick fitness improvement in the first 100 generations,
followed by a gradual refinement as the evolution progresses. However, the best indi-
viduals with direct encoding start with an average fitness value several times bigger
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Figure 3.3: Average best, mean, and worst fitness for each generation of 50 evo-
lutionary runs using (a) direct encoding and (b) indirect encoding. The length of
the error bars represents the standard deviation of the best fitness.
than the best individuals with indirect encoding (7 times). This difference is explained
by the morphological differences between early individuals in both encodings. While
the random individuals coded by the direct method have between 8 and 100 edges to
guarantee the diversity of the population, the individuals coded by the indirect method
usually have between 1 and 10 edges, since their genomes are from 2 to 8 genes long.
For this reason, the direct-encoding fitness curves generally reach slightly better values
than the indirect-encoding fitness curves. The black and red curves represent the av-
erage mean fitness, and average worst fitness, respectively. In conclusion, we observe
that both strategies perform equally well to the proposed landing test.
The best tensegrity structures evolved in six different evolutionary runs with the
direct encoding method are presented in Fig. 3.4. The edges of the structures are
colored according to its internal tensile state, being red edges compressed and blue
edges stretched. They are characterized by its irregular shapeless organization and lack
of modularity, in clear contrast to the evolved structures with the indirect encoding.
Fig. 3.5 shows the best tensegrity structures obtained by ELSA3, along with their
phylogeny, in five different runs. Each row shows a selection of representative milestones
in the evolution of the structure, starting from the first generation (left), and ending in
the last generation (final structure, to the right). The edges of the structures are colored
according to its internal tensile state: red meaning compressed edge, green for relaxed,
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Figure 3.4: Best tensegrity structures evolved in six different evolutionary runs
using direct encoding. Edges are colored according to its internal tensile state:
compressed (red) and stretched (blue).
and blue for stretched. Regularity and symmetry can be already found in some early
structures and the evolution proceeds by modifying, adding or substituting modules.
For instance, structure (b) maintains its body plan from the second ancestor, and each
of the four external edges is replaced as a module: first, a single edge is replaced by a
flat tensegrity module (4th ancestor), then the module evolves to a three dimensional
tensegrity (6th and 7th ancestors), and finally, it acquires a three dimensional tensegrity
divided into three sections. Symmetries can also be found frequently in the structures,
such as bilateral symmetry in structures (a), (b), and (d), and radial symmetry in
structures (a), and (e). In general, the complexity of the structures, measured as
the number of edges, increases monotonically; however, simplifications can also take
place, as it is the case in structure (d), where the complex pattern shown by the third
ancestor progressively evolves towards a simpler organization. In addition, a transitory
simplified stage occurs in structure (a), evolving from a square pyramid (4th ancestor)
to a triangular one (5th ancestor), and then going back to the square configuration,
while keeping the size increase (6th ancestor). Similarly, the complex appendage in
structure (c) was not always present.
Fig. 3.6 shows the ontogeny of the best tensegrity structures found (same runs than
in Fig. 3.5). Each row corresponds to a representative selection of milestones during the
developmental process of the structure, starting from the zygote (left) and ending in the
mature phenotype (right). The edges of the structures are colored again accordingly to
its internal tensile state. A zygote is made of a single edge (one cell), one unit length.
Here, the complexity of the structures increases monotonically through development,
as it generally does along evolution. This derives from the fact that the production
system of the graph grammar does not include rules for edge deletion (cellular death,
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or apoptosis, has not been modeled). For instance, structure (a) first develops into a
simple pyramid with a square base. Then a complexification of each of the four edges
in the apex turns them into a triangular pyramid. Finally, a complex module develops
in the base of the structure. Another developmental strategy that shows frequently
means an enlargement of the structure by elongating the edges during the first stages
of development, as it is the case in structures (b), (c), and (d), and this propagates
through development. Another strategy that can be found is the modular repetition
of structures, which is a consequence of reusing parts of the genome. For example, the
four appendages in structure (a) develop simultaneously from the four edges in the apex
of the pyramid, reusing the same genetic instructions. More precisely, two consecutive
duplicate rules lacking the apportion attribute are responsible for the generation of the
four edges in the apex; consequently, each lateral edge contains the same expression
domain, which codes for the triangular pyramid appendage. Structure (b), makes use
of a triangular bipyramid module that repeats four times. Interestingly, the size of a
module depends on the seed edge that generates it, as can be seen in structure (b),
where the left couple of modules are half size with respect to the right couple of modules,
corresponding to the sizes of the edges that generated them. This process resembles
the modularity described in biological development, where a module repeats itself with
slight differences, such as fingers or limbs in animals. Finally, radial patterning does
also emerge, as it is the case in structure (e). In summary, the indirect method makes
use of a complicated and diverse portfolio of design strategies, as compared to the direct
method.
The best structures evolved with both encodings are drawn in Fig. 3.7 in their
initial position after development (levitating structure centered in (0, 0, 1)), and final
position after landing (structure on the ground). The deformation of the springs has
been linearly mapped to the red-to-blue portion of the hue component in the HSV color
model, to represent the compression (red), elongation (blue) or relaxation (green) state
of the springs. A cross marks the projection on the ground of the center of mass when
the structure touches down for the first time. A dot indicates the projection of the
center of mass when the structure has landed. The distance between these two points
is represented by a line on the ground. The trajectory of the center of mass during
landing is shown as a black line spotted with circles that represent instantaneous jerk
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Figure 3.5: Phylogeny of evolved tensegrity structures using indirect encoding.
Each row represents a representative selection of evolutionary steps of the best
evolved tensegrity structures in five different evolutionary runs, ordered from the
first generation (left) to the last generation (right). Edges are colored according to
its internal tensile state: compressed (red), relaxed (green), and stretched (blue).
values at constant intervals. This value is coded with a hot color map, from white
(minimum) to black (maximum), going through yellow, orange and red. In Fig. 3.7a
it can be seen that the structure obtained with direct encoding adopts the form of an
irregular tensegrity, which helps in the impact absorption (Fig. 3.8). On the other
hand, the particular morphology of this lander allows it to bounce in a way that keeps
the position close to the impact point. Similarly, the structure evolved with indirect
encoding (Fig. 3.7b) develops tensegrities, with some differences, since they: (1) show
a regular geometry, (2) are organized modularly, and (3) are strategically distributed
in the organism. This structure incorporates four lateral modules (with a tensegrity
on their base) which help in stabilizing the position of the structure after the impact.
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Figure 3.6: Ontogeny of evolved tensegrity structures using indirect encoding.
Each row represents a representative selection of snapshots of the developmental
process of a tensegrity structure (same structures that in Fig. 3.5), ordered from
the zygote (left) to the final phenotype (right). Edges are colored according to its
internal tensile state: compressed (red), relaxed (green), and stretched (blue).
Also, another module has evolved in the basement (as seen in the landed position)
which seems to propel the strong rebound that brings the lander backwards (Fig. 3.9),
keeping it closer to the impact point (only 1.5 units apart, for 3.5 units of the direct
method’s best result).
3.4 Conclusions and discussion
The presented results demonstrate that both encoding strategies can find good solutions
to the form-finding problem. The difference is more on their particular way to prospect
candidate forms, mainly derived from the search-space that each type of encoding
defines. Direct encoding is based on a genome that defines the exact positions of
every node in the structure. This independence of the nodes generates designs without
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Best evolved tensegrity structures during the landing test. The struc-
tures in their initial and final positions in the test are shown. Edges are col-
ored according to its internal tensile state: compressed (red), relaxed (green), and
stretched (blue). The distance traveled by the structure from the contact point
(cross) to the rest position (dot) is shown as a gray line. A black line represents the
trajectory of the center of mass during the landing test, along with the jerk values
(colored circles) at a constant interval. Jerk is represented with a hot color map:
from white (minimum) to black (maximum), going through yellow, orange and red
colors. (a) Best tensegrity structure with direct encoding. (b) Best tensegrity
structure with indirect encoding.
any patterning or regularity (Fig. 3.4). Furthermore, mutations have a local effect
on the structure, preventing the evolution of iterated modules. On the contrary, the
proposed indirect encoding scheme ELSA3, based on regulated graph grammars, has
some benefits. First, graph grammars generate structures that follow patterns and
regularities due to their rewriting nature. Diverse examples have been presented in
Fig. 3.6, such as the formation of triangular and square pyramids, bipyramids, and
bilateral and rotational symmetries. Second, grammar productions are regulated by a
string that is copied and transmitted during the edge duplication rules, analogously to
the mechanisms of copy and transmission of the genome during the division of biological
cells. This process causes the reuse of genetic information (during both, evolution and
development), what allows the repetition of modules in the structures, as it has been
shown in Fig 3.5 and Fig 3.6.
As a result, we have shown that the use of an indirect encoding facilitates the emer-
gence of qualitative biological properties in the solutions, summarized in the following
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aspects where the direct and indirect encodings differ (summarized in Table I):
1. Regularity: while the direct encoding method explores irregular structures, ELSA3
exploits mechanisms to obtain symmetric and modular configurations. In terms
of the minimum description length principle, the landers in Fig. 3.4 can be de-
scribed in a language of a higher level of abstraction than those in Fig. 3.5, like
polyhedric blocks (e.g. pyramids) assembled in a particular manner.
2. Organicity: solutions evolved with the indirect encoding method have an organic
appearance, in the sense that structural (and, possibly, functional) parts or mod-
ules can be segmented in the developed organism.
3. Generalization capacity: the regularities observed in indirectly encoded organisms
are not futile; indeed symmetry permits the structure to display a similar behavior
when landing conditions vary slightly. The landing problem was solved by the
indirect encoding structures for a wide range of initial angles and speeds, while
the irregular forms showed to be highly sensitive to the initial conditions.
4. Tensegrities: both encodings can generate tensegrities (which is clearly rewarded
in a landing task), but here, again, they differ in the methodology: directly
encoded structures form global tensegrities, while indirectly encoded structures
form simple and modular tensegrities that emerges locally.
5. Manufacturability: the properties of regularity and organicity favor industrial
manufacturing of the final solution. Even that this was not the objective in
this study, it is clear that the modularity of the landers in Fig.3.5 would make
easier the independent construction and assembly of the different parts of the
vehicles, allowing also serial production of components. This would not be the
case with irregular forms (Fig. 3.4) , where the diversity of constituent parts
hinders production and assembly.
Despite its simplicity, ELSA resembles some fundamental biological mechanisms, like
cellular differentiation, patterning, symmetry, modularity, and differential gene expres-
sion. This is a consequence of the particular gene expression modeled, which proceeds
by blocking genes in a similar way to the gene methylation process that takes place
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Table I: Properties of the solutions found according to their encoding.
direct encoding indirect encoding
regularity no yes
organicity no yes
generalization no yes
tensegrities global local
manufacturability complex easy
during embryogenesis. Concerning the evolvability, the fact that the domain is defined
in an indexed fashion (i.e., it addresses gene positions) makes this model very sensitive
to the insertion or deletion of genes. For example, inserting a gene at the beginning
may alter completely the final result, not only because it could change the initial graph,
but because the domains could be distributed differently during cell proliferation. In
this sense, mutations made by the end of the genome will have a smaller effect (on av-
erage) than those that modify the beginning, since genomes are read from left to right.
The performed simulations favored mutating the genome in this way, what significantly
reduced the disruption.
In conclusion, we have presented an effective and novel method for the general indi-
rect encoding of structures, particularly the tensegrity structures, which have demon-
strated their usefulness in the evolutionary design of such structures. The results ob-
tained qualitatively differ from those generated under a direct encoding scheme. These
differences resemble properties found in biological organisms and emerge as a result
of the developmental mechanism introduced in the evolution of the structures. The
results demonstrate these biological properties, especially those regarding modularity,
symmetry, and manufacturability, are particularly valuable in engineering in the class
of form-finding problems, such as the design of tensegrity vehicles and robots [131, 66].
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Figure 3.8: Landing sequence of the best tensegrity structure with direct encoding.
Figure 3.9: Landing sequence of the best tensegrity structure with indirect encod-
ing.
Chapter 4
On the origin of novelty and
diversity in evolutionary
development
In this chapter, we propose a variation of the model presented in the previous chapter
in order to gain further insight into the evolution of novel features and diversity. More
precisely, we will investigate if, according to the latest biological hypothesis, the sole
variation in the regulation of gene expression is a sufficient condition for the evolution-
ary emergence of novelty and diversity. For this purpose, we present a model based in
the formalism of regulated graph grammars presented in Chapter 2, but in which the
regulation of development is performed by an Artificial Genome that encodes a Boolean
network. Regulating the expression of a fixed elementary set of structural genes, the
rules of the graph grammar, the network controls the development of locomotive mul-
ticellular organisms. Organisms develop form and function simultaneously during the
developmental process, resulting in a phenotype that integrates seamless morphology
and control. The model has been integrated in a genetic algorithm for the evolution of
the organisms; the organisms are intended to perform well in a behavior-finding prob-
lem, a new class of problems where the behavior is to be optimized. We show that,
despite the simplicity and invariability of the structural genes, the evolution of gene reg-
∗The results presented in this chapter have been published in [107].
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ulation yields a rich variety of novel body plans, including symmetries, body segments,
and modularity. Moreover, the morphological diversity obtained yields a diversity of
locomotive behaviors.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 summarizes the latest biological
hypotheses about the origin of novel features. Section 4.2 presents a review of the
related work. Section 4.3 describes in detail the proposed artificial development model,
from the description of the genome to the evolutionary algorithm. The resulting or-
ganisms and their behaviors are presented in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5 the
conclusions derived from the results are discussed.
4.1 Biological hypotheses
Nowadays, our planet is populated by a great variety in sizes, forms, organization, pat-
terning, and behaviors present in the some 1 to 20 million animal species. Remarkably,
they represent less than 1% of the total number of animal species that have ever existed
[25]. This quite astonishing diversity of forms and behaviors has emerged by the evo-
lution of novel features among animal species [25]; however, given its importance, the
processes that underlie evolutionary novelty are remarkably poorly understood [120].
Indeed, we have made relatively little progress in the problem of how novel traits come
into being in the first place [65].
Notwithstanding, new hypothesis from the field of evolutionary developmental bi-
ology have been proposed recently to shed light on the origin of novel features. Latest
biological evidence suggests that the sources of novelty might have to do with a complex-
ification in the regulation of gene expression [101] and that the developmental process
seems to be a key component in the evolution of diversity [17]. In this sense, it has
been pointed out that evolutionary change in body plans devolves from change in the
architecture of developmental regulatory programs [43], suggesting that diversity can
be better explained by variation in the regulation of gene expression than by variation
in the structural genes [44].
However, due to the limitations to perform experiments in biological evolutionary
processes, it has not been demonstrated yet that the reason for evolutionary emergence
of developmental novel features and diversity is in fact the variation in the regulation
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of gene expression, rather than the variation in the structural genes.
On the other hand, theoretical models of biological phenomena are a valid alterna-
tive to experimentation [144], and have been extensively used to prompt new questions
and research directions, especially in biological fields not suited to experimentation,
such as evolutionary development [181, 7, 184]. The work presented in this chapter
subscribes to this approach. We show that a computer model, including genetic regu-
lation of developmental processes, placed in a scenario of artificial evolution provides
new insights about the evolutionary emergence of novelty and diversity.
4.2 Related work
Several theoretical models and formalisms have been proposed to describe genetic regu-
latory systems (see [47] for a review). Among them, the Boolean networks proposed by
Kauffman [89] have been extensively used, and allow the simulation of large regulatory
networks [47]. Furthermore, a recent study [42] has demonstrated a good correspon-
dence between Boolean networks and more realistic models based on differential equa-
tions of chemical kinetics. Similarly to Boolean networks, other network-level models
focus on a statistical analysis of network properties and patterns. When these models
are embedded in an evolutionary context, mutation is typically implemented as changes
in the connectivity and in the nodal output functions. These transformations have little
to do with the effects derived from biological mutations and impose limitations to the
way networks, and hence phenotypes, do evolve [183]. Thus, in order to apply realistic
mutation operators in network-level models, an encoding of the network in a sequence-
based genome is needed. Among such models, the Artificial Genome proposed in [136]
has attracted much attention. An Artificial Genome encodes a regulatory network in
a sequence of digits, being the dynamics of this regulatory network equivalent to a
Boolean network that limits the possible Boolean functions in its nodes [187].
Similarly, theoretical models have also been proposed to model biological develop-
ment, experiencing a considerable growth as a subfield of evolutionary computation.
The main reasons of such advances are the benefits brought about by these models in
scalability, adaptability, and evolvability [81] in a wide range of problems (see [164]
for a review). Within this emerging discipline, some models have been proposed at
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the network-level for developmental regulation. Fleisher and Barr [61] presented a de-
velopmental model based on genetic encoding (hand-coded), chemical diffusion, and
mechanical interactions, formalized by ordinary differential equations, which were cou-
pled with if-clauses for cell differentiation. Unfortunately, evolutionary developmental
properties could not be studied, since this model was not embedded in an evolutionary
process. Dellaert and Beer [49] proposed a model where organisms are made up of
two-dimensional squares, which develop by square division and differentiation through
regulation by a Boolean network. Although the model included complex regulation,
the phenotypes based on square divisions were inadequate for the emergence of nov-
elty. Sims [163] presented a system for the evolution of physically-simulated virtual
creatures made of articulated rigid parts, effectors, and sensors, and controlled by an
extended neural network. Several tasks were optimized, resulting in a considerable
variety of morphologies and behaviors. However, the morphology and the controller
were encoded separately in two recurrent directed graphs, what does not really model
biological development. Eggenberger [56] described a growing phenotype made up of
spherical modules, connected by articulated joints. A parametric regulatory network
model was used, including diffusion concentration and diffusion sites of genes. The
evolved forms presented limited variability, emerging only bilaterality. Bongard and
Pfeifer [16] extended that model by adding a neural controller that was intended to
evolve agents that developed directed locomotion and block pushing. The evolved
agents managed to perform the assigned tasks, although with a limited variability in
their characteristics. Hogeweg [73] proposed a morphogenetic model of 2D multicellular
organisms where cells behaved according to a multiscale cellular automaton. Although
the phenotypes presented interesting developmental dynamics, the simplicity of the or-
ganisms made the results hard to use in studies of novelty. Kumar and Bentley [98]
proposed a computational model of development where a regulatory network controlled
the synthesis of proteins, and embryos with spherical forms were evolved. Here, again,
the simplicity of the evolved phenotypes is not enough for studies of novelty emergence.
Roth et al. [149] presented a model of developmental multicellular organisms based on
an artificial genetic regulatory network and chemical diffusion of morphogens. In this
work, squares in a lattice represent cells that can differentiate into motors and sensors,
connected by a simple wiring strategy. However, the model lacks an evolutionary com-
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ponent. Watson et al. [184] proposed a model of artificial development and evolution of
early land plants in 3D. This model employs an artificial genome to regulate the timing
of bifurcation events and its rotation angles, yet the evolved phenotypes are too simple
for the emergence of appreciable novelties. Doursat [54] proposed a model of growing
multicellular development, where a 2D lattice of cells proliferates and self-patterns into
differential domains orchestrated by a gene regulatory network. Although the model
produced substantial results, the process was not studied in an evolutionary perspec-
tive. Chavoya and Duthen [30] proposed a model for 2D cell pattern generation based
on a gene regulatory network, which controls a cellular automaton. The phenotypes
generated by the model represented simple flag-like patterns, which are not adequate
for novelty studies. Andersen et al. [2] proposed a model of developmental cellular sys-
tems in 3D based on signaling and gene regulatory networks. Evolved embryos showed
particular stable shapes and high capacity for self-repairing; however, the shapes pre-
sented by the phenotypes were too simple, rectangular or spherical, for the emergence
of novelty. Finally, Zhan et al. [190] presented an evolutionary developmental system
based on cell signaling and artificial genetic regulatory networks focused on engineering
design: electronic circuits design. In summary, the theoretical developmental models
based on genetic regulation presented in the literature are not completely adequate for
the study of the emergence of evolutionary novelty and diversity.
4.3 Description of the model
The model is described in several levels: (1) genome (encoding of the Boolean network),
(2) development (genetic expression and cellular differentiation), (3) physical simulation
of the organism and its interaction with the environment, and (4) the evolutionary
algorithm.
4.3.1 Model of genome
The genome is represented by a vector of digits, similarly to the Artificial Genome
proposed in [136], where template matching determines the encoded regulatory network
(Fig. 4.1a). Digits in an artificial genome correspond to bases in a real genome, and
four bases are used (represented by decimal digits from 0 to 3). A gene is a sequence
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of digits of a specified length N (equal to four, in our case) preceded by a promoter
(the word ’0101’). A word placed between the promoter of a gene and the previous
gene plays the role of regulatory region of the former gene. The product of a gene is a
sequence of N digits, and it is obtained by increasing every digit in a gene by one and
then taking the modulo over the number of bases. Gene products regulate only those
genes whose regulatory region matches. A protein can act as an enhancer, activating
the gene, or as an inhibitor, blocking its activation. Similarly to previous works, the
rule implemented in this model is that proteins ending with the base 0 are inhibitory,
otherwise they behave as enhancers. While the presence of a single enhancer will be
enough to activate a gene, inhibition blocks enhancement.
The function implemented with this genome is equivalent to a Boolean network.
Genes in the sequence correspond to nodes in the network, what limits the set of
activation functions (Fig. 4.1b). Both, random Artificial Genomes and random Boolean
networks have a number of out-connections distributed in a Poissonian way, but they
differ in the distribution of in-connections: uniform in random Boolean networks, and
Poissonian in random Artificial Genomes [187].
Within this approach, the genetic information of an organism is encoded in an
Artificial Genome. Not using a Boolean network directly has the advantage that a
genomic representation allows the evolution of organisms with bioinspired mutation
operators, instead of network-level mutations. In this way, mutations raise a wide
variety of network-level changes, which finally project onto the morphology [183].
4.3.2 Model of development
In our model, an organism is represented by a connected and directed two-dimensional
geometrical graph. In this graph, edges can be interpreted as cells (black lines in Fig.
4.2, and green, red and blue-colored ellipsoids in Figures 4.4 to 4.7), and the nodes are
junctions where cells get attached to each other (black dots in Fig. 4.2), in order to
form a compact multicellular organism.
Edges (like cells do) perform developmental actions during embryogenesis, when
structural genes get active. These actions are formally specified by a graph grammar.
Each rule in the production system of this grammar corresponds to an action, and the
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Figure 4.1: Morphogenetic model consisting on a derivation of a graph grammar
regulated by a Boolean network encoded in a sequential genome. (a) The genome is
represented by a sequence of digits. Below it is shown a detail of the sequence with
the regulation between genes T and W. Gene T is an enhancer of gene W while
gene W is an inhibitor of gene T. (b) Boolean network encoded in the genome.
Node D is the differentiation gene. Nodes S, T, W, and R are genes mapped to
split, duplication, swap, and resize rules, respectively. Finally, node X is a regular
gene (type node omitted for clarity). (c) Graph grammar rules set, being s the
split rule, t the duplication rule, w the swap rule, and r the resize rule.
language specified by the grammar determines the search space of possible morpholo-
gies. The proposed rules (Fig. 4.1c) have been chosen as to realistically match cellular
transformations:
• Split rule (s): analogously to the mitosis process (responsible of the eukaryotic
cell division), this rule rewrites one edge with two edges of half-length and per-
pendicular direction.
• Duplication rule (t): similar to the split rule, the duplication rule produces two
edges that have the same length and are arranged in parallel.
• Swap rule (w): this rule changes the direction of an edge, i.e. after this transfor-
mation the nodes of an edge remain connected, but in the opposite direction.
• Resize rule (r): similarly to the way in which real cells change their volume, this
rule changes the length of an edge in a discrete way: a 25% increase or decrease
in the original length.
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Every edge in an organism embeds a Boolean network that regulates the application of
the grammatical rules to transform the edge. The genome (and so, the connectivity of
the Boolean network) is the same for all the edges in an organism, similarly to living
organisms, where all the cells contain roughly the same genetic material. Although all
edges are governed by the same Boolean network, each one has its own expression state
during development, thus allowing cell differentiation.
Each rule is controlled by a specific node (a structural gene) in the Boolean net-
work. The genome specifies an order for the nodes, which are then mapped to the
rules. During development, one edge is transformed according to a rule when the cor-
responding node of its Boolean network is activated. In this way, a step of development
in an organism comprises the following actions: (1) updating the state of the Boolean
network in each edge, and (2) transforming the edges according to their active nodes.
The updating of the edges is done sequentially, from the oldest to the newest. Also, if
several nodes are active in a Boolean network, the application of the rules is done in a
sequential manner, following the ordering of the nodes.
The first node of the Boolean network is assigned a role of differentiation. When
split or duplication rules are applied (division rules), one of the descendant edges will set
this node to an active state, while the other resets it. The fixed mapping between nodes
and rules is made starting from the second node. This asymmetry introduces a slight
difference in the future expression patterns of both cells, allowing cell differentiation. In
practice, the option of following or not differentiating ways is implemented by including
two different versions (mapped to different nodes in the Boolean network) of the split
and the duplication rules; one version sets different values for this node, and the other
deactivates the node in both edges.
Similarly to differentiation in biological multicellular organisms, the model includes
a cellular type that determines how the edge will behave in the physical simulation:
motor edges, sensor edges, and structural edges. This is implemented again with a
special node in the Boolean network, the type node, which determines the type of the
edge. Each edge embeds a counter that accounts for the number of times this node
has been active during development. This counter acts as a signaler that induces the
differentiation of the edge. One edge becomes a sensor if it has accumulated more than
three quarters of the maximum activations of an edge in the organism. It becomes
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Figure 4.2: Example of morphogenesis of an organism regulated by the genome in
Fig. 4.1. The first graph to the left is the zygote. Each edge has been labeled with
its expression state.
a motor edge if it accumulates less than a quarter of that amount (and it has been
active at least once). And it becomes a structural edge otherwise. In this way, the
function and the form of an organism are implemented by edges; consequently, the
model makes no distinction between the control (i.e., how the function is commanded)
and the morphology of the organism.
Development starts with a graph of a single edge (resembling the zygote in living be-
ings). In grammatical terms, this graph is the axiom of the Boolean-network-regulated
graph grammar, from where the resulting graph derives after a number of productions.
The nodes of its Boolean network are initially inactive, except for the first node, which
initiates the dynamics of the network. The developmental process ends when one of
these conditions verifies: (1) all the edges have ended their expression (i.e., all nodes
in the Boolean network of every edge remain inactive), (2) the expression of an edge
enters in a loop without division rules, or (3) the organism has exceeded a given num-
ber of edges (in our simulations it is limited to 20 edges). Finally, mimicking biological
competition and cellular death processes at the cellular level, the resulting graph is
simplified by pruning duplicated edges (those that connect the same pair of nodes). If
edges of different types connect the same pair of nodes, they are deleted in this order:
structural, sensor and motor edges.
The described genetic expression model defines a family of infinite 2D connected
graphs. Fig. 4.2 resembles the morphogenetic process of an organism regulated by the
genome in Fig. 4.1. Each edge is labeled with its network state (the nodes are ordered
’DRSTWX’). The derivation starts with the graph to the left (the zygote). The first
step is performed updating the state of this edge according to the Boolean network.
This does not alter the graph but changes the state of its network. In this state, node
R is active, so its corresponding rule (r, the resize rule) is applied to the edge in the
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next step, changing its length as showed in the third graph. Its state is updated again,
and morphogenesis proceeds until a halting condition verifies.
4.3.3 Physics of the model
After development has completed, an organism is physically simulated in a flat world
where they have to follow a path and go as far as possible in a constant time. An
organism interacts with the environment by sensing and acting: it is propelled by its
motor edges, and senses the path borders with its sensor edges, in a chemotactic way.
Colliding has not been implemented in this virtual world.
The physics assigned to the graph are: edges have been modeled as damped springs,
and nodes are free movable joints that have friction with the medium. All edge springs
have the same physical parameters (spring and damping constants). The connectivity
and rest lengths of springs are the connectivity and geometrical length of the corre-
sponding edges in the developed graph. Spring dynamics are simulated according to
the Hook’s law, the damping force, and the friction with the medium. For the class
of structures used in this work, a 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator is suitable for the
former equations of motion in the physical world.
The three types of edges that can make an organism have different properties in
the physical model. Apart from the forces of a damped spring, motor edges implement
an additional force −−→Ft+1 that pushes the edge in the direction defined by the edge. The
magnitude of this force is proportional to the actual length of the edge, accordingly to
the following equation:
−−→
Ft+1 = αLt−→u
being α > 0 the motor strength parameter, Lt the length of the motor edge in the
current time-step, and −→u is the unitary vector of the direction. Consequently, the
whole organism moves as a result of the motor edges pushing forward in a continuous
way. Edges differentiated as sensors transduce the physical world information to the
organism. They have the regular forces of a damped spring, but their spring rest length
lt is dynamically upscaled accordingly to the following equation:
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lt+1 = (rt (β − 1) + 1) l0
being β > 1 a continuous gain parameter that regulates the upscaling factor, rt ∈ [0, 1]
is the proportion of the edge that falls outside of the path in the current time step, and
lo is the original rest length of that edge in the graph that results from morphogenesis.
In this way, if a sensor edge is completely inside of the path, its rest length equals
its original rest length. On the contrary, when falling completely outside the path
the rest length equals the original rest length scaled by the gain parameter β (so it
gets bigger). Intermediate situations are linearly scaled by the amount of edge falling
outside the path. Notice that a sensor edge transduces sensory information (how much
it falls outside the path) to mechanical information (its rest length). This mechanical
information is propagated to its adjacent edges, in the same way as muscular cells
propagates a change in length to adjacent cells. Finally, structural edges are normal
springs without any particular effect.
The paths used in the simulations are made of two equal curves but in opposite
directions discretized by a closed polygon. Each path curve is formed by two circular
arcs that form the left and right path borders respectively. A path is defined by three
parameters: γ ∈ [0, 1] is its difficulty, ω is its width, and λ is its length. The difficulty
determines the sharpness of the bend, being a path with γ = 0 a straight line, and
a path with γ = 1 is the sharpest one (Fig. 4.3). The actual curves have an angle
a = 32piγ. The segments needed to build the whole path will have positive angle if the
curve is to the left, and negative if it is to the right. A radius of λ2a +
ω
2 units will apply
for the external border, and λ2a − ω2 for the internal border. Finally, the extremes of
the path are extended with a beginning and an end (straight segments of length 2ω).
Evolution is intended to obtain efficient path-followers, i.e., organisms that, when
placed at the beginning of the path, can follow it until the end. The fitness of an
individual is determined by the length of path traveled in a constant simulation time.
The path is divided into consecutive sections (similar to tiles) in order to quantify
how well and far an organism moves along it. A simulation starts by developing the
individual from its genomic information, and placing the resulting organism at the
beginning of the path. The physics are then run for a fixed number of steps, and it
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Figure 4.3: Difficulty of the path as given by the value of parameter γ (below).
stops if the organism arrives in the end. During the simulation, a new section of the
path is labeled as visited if the centroid of the organism (computed as the average
position of its nodes) steps on it. In order to prevent high scores in organisms that do
not interact with the environment (e.g. by starting with a trajectory that simply fits
with the path), the fitness is the minimum between two runs: in the second simulation
the path is flipped along the horizontal axis.
4.3.4 Evolutionary algorithm
A genetic algorithm has been implemented to evolve the structure and function of
organisms. The initial population is made of 200 random organisms with short genomes
(256 bases). On average, 256 bases contain just a single gene. In each generation
only 25% of the population is mutated. Biologically inspired sequence-level mutation
operators are used:
• Single-point: a single nucleotide is replaced by another nucleotide.
• Duplication: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and copied immediately
after the original (tandem duplication).
• Transposition: a segment of the genome is deleted and copied in a random loca-
tion.
• Deletion: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and removed.
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• Inversion: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and re-written in reverse
order.
In all cases, the size of the segment to be mutated was fixed to 256 bases; however,
genomes can vary their lengths during evolution, as a direct consequence of mutations.
The mutant individuals obtained are added to the population, and the next generation
is obtained by deterministic tournament selection with size 2. This scheme induces a
low selection pressure, what has been compensated by elitism of one individual. The
result is a good balance between exploitation and exploration that favors the evolution
of different strategies of locomotion.
4.4 Experiments and results
In order to evolve a variety of path-followers, the genetic algorithm has been run 21
times, comprising 7 evolutionary runs for each different path (γ = 0.2, γ = 0.4, and
γ = 0.6). The total computing time was 175 hours in a cluster of 48 CPUs at 2 GHz.
On average, 1 minute was the computing time for the creation and evaluation of one
generation, being the physical simulation of the organisms the most time-consuming
part.
In spite of the simple building blocks available for the organisms, 4 clearly different
steering behaviors have evolved (classified by hand). Below, we present a representative
organism for each resulting behavior, including their epigenic and ontogenic history, and
their characteristic behavior. They have been labeled from A to D, with a short descrip-
tion of the particular technique that they use. We note that these techniques ‘emerge’,
to clearly distinguish the evolutionary methodology used here from other approaches
where a designer builds the parts in, as it is the case with classical Braitemberg’s Vehi-
cles [20]. The relative frequencies of emergence in each behavior, among all evolutionary
runs, were about 50, 10, 30, and 10 percent respectively. The best resultant organism
in 76% of the evolutionary runs completed the entire path (fitness 1).
In these experiments we have observed a common pattern in the evolution of the
population: initial growth of the length of the genomes, followed by a refinement of
the structures. The initial population is made of very simple genomes (256 bases),
that develop into simple organisms, limiting their structure and function. Hence, these
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organisms move very little or not at all, yielding low fitness values. Further duplications
during the evolution allow genomes to become larger, and the organisms get complex
enough to start moving around. From this point, the increase in length slows down, and
the solutions in the population start getting refined. The evolutionary process stops
when an organism has traveled the entire path or after reaching a maximum number
of generations (1,000).
4.4.1 Behavior A: emergence of bilateral sensors
The simplest path-follower we can think of would include sensors in both sides to correct
the direction, and a motor in between. This type of behavior has evolved on about
half of the evolutionary runs. Fig. 4.4 describes the results of an evolution where a
behavior inspired in this principle has been obtained. Fig. 4.4a shows the curves for
the best and mean fitness in each generation. The trajectory of the organism while
traveling the paths is shown in Fig. 4.4b, where the gray line represents the sequence
of points drawn by the centroid. In both runs, after been positioned at the beginning
of the path, the organism travels the paths and reaches the end. Note that, in the
second case, the organism makes a large loop outside the path before reentering it with
a different initial direction, what is not penalized, since the organism completes the
entire path before the time expires.
The lineage of the best evolved organism in the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.4c.
Lineages in these experiments are linear (instead of tree-like) since sexual reproduction
has not been considered. Two aspects are worth mentioning in this figure. Firstly,
the segmentation in the morphology of the ancestor in generation 40, which is made
up of four equal segments, each of them consisting in two motor edges connected to
two sensor edges. Secondly, as in the ancestor in generation 122, two main modules
can be distinguished in the phenotypes: an upper module made of one structural edge
connecting two motor edges which propel the organism forward, in addition to a second
lower module made of two sensor edges that control the direction of motion by varying
their lengths. These two modules are connected through two structural edges in the
ancestor in generation 122, in the same way that in the final organism; however, the
ancestor in generation 152 displays the two modules directly connected. This is an
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example of the versatility of an indirect encoding based on regulatory networks, which
allows the omission, modification through neutral mutations, and later reappearance
of part of the organism’s morphology during the evolution.
Fig. 4.4d shows the morphogenetic process (the development) of the best organism.
Morphogenesis starts with the graph to the left, and edges are rewritten as the graph
rules are applied according to the Boolean network that is encoded in the genome.
This produces the graph in the right-side, its definite phenotype. More precisely, the
morphology is developed by means of an edge’s activation of a duplication rule followed
by a split rule during three consecutive steps. Each application of this pair of rules forms
a new triangle-shaped module in the developing organism. Besides, in the third step,
a resize rule is activated in both lower edges, increasing their lengths equally. During
morphogenesis, four edges differentiate due to the differential activation of their type
nodes, originating two sensor and two motor edges.
Finally, Fig. 4.4e illustrates the steering behavior with a sequence of snapshots.
When the organism is on the path (in gray), the forces of its two motor edges are
compensated, resulting in a straight movement. When one of the sides exits the path,
the sensor becomes longer, transmitting a positional change to the motor edges. This
corrects the direction of movement, pointing now to the interior of the path. This
process repeats every time the organism transgresses a path border, allowing it to stay
inside the path.
4.4.2 Behavior B: emergence of turning by friction
This is an interesting behavior that exploits a completely different aspect of the physics.
The morphology of the organism integrates a more sophisticated sensory system (8
sensor edges), only one motor edge, and it shows symmetry with respect to the motion
direction axis. It moves straightforward while inside of the path. When the organism
starts exiting the path, the external skeleton of structural edges forces the sensors
to reconfigure internally, and the symmetry breaks down due to the elongation of
some sensors. In this asymmetrical configuration, more nodes concentrates in the side
opposite to the exiting border, producing a higher overall friction on that side that
generates a bent movement towards the path. When the organism gets back in the
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Figure 4.4: Behavior A: bilateral sensors. (a) Best and mean fitness of the popula-
tion in each generation during the evolution. (b) Paths and trajectories described
by the best evolved organism. (c) Lineage of the best evolved organism. (d) Mor-
phogenesis of the best evolved organism. (e) Illustration of the steering behavior
as a sequence of snapshots (from left to right, and from top to bottom). Motor
edges are represented in red, cyan edges are sensors (with white bands to better
compare relative lengths), structural edges are the green ones, and the path is
the area in gray. It can be seen how the elongation of the sensor that exits the
path steers the pair of motor edges towards the path, correcting the direction and
bringing the organism back to the path.
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path it recovers the symmetry.
Fig. 4.5 shows an organism exhibiting behavior B. This and further figures are
organized similarly to Fig. 4.4. Note that the ancestor in generation 94 almost managed
to travel the full path, but it took 234 generations more to reach an organism with
fitness 1. During this period mutations had a neutral effect, and the fitness increased
when a mutation produced a bigger organism. Morphogenesis (Fig. 4.5d) reveals
why becoming bigger was not easy. A straightforward way is to upsize the zygote, so
that the resulting organism is proportionally bigger, but any change in an early stage
will propagate through the morphogenetic process, amplifying its effect and disrupting
the phenotype. Hence, it takes more time for evolution to modify these early stages
of organism development. The final phenotype is composed of a central motor edge
surrounded by four equal segments arranged in radial symmetry. Every segment grows
from a single sensor edge, which in turn develops into a triangle formed by an external
structural edge and two internal sensor edges (each sensor edge superimposes with a
sensor edge of an adjacent module). It is also worth mentioning that the sensors develop
separately, giving rise to four independent nodes in the center of the organism, what
is important for the behavior in order to have enough difference of friction during its
asymmetrical configuration to provoke the turn (only nodes are responsible for friction).
The trajectory followed by the organism and some snapshots are shown in Fig. 4.5b
and Fig. 4.5e, respectively. The images illustrate how the initial straight movement
changes when the sensors of the right segments elongate as they move away from the
path. This makes the organism to turn to the left due to a higher friction on that side.
When the organism is completely back on the path, it adopts again its symmetrical
form and moves straightforward along the path.
4.4.3 Behavior C : emergent spinning
Contrary to what could be expected, the second behavior preferred by evolution had to
do with spinning organisms. A combination of sensor and motor edges arranged in a sort
of quadrilateral pattern favors a rotational movement. Typically, a small asymmetry
is important for this type of organisms, since it allows it to actually start moving and
reach a path border, preventing from an endless rotation around the starting point. In
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Figure 4.5: Behavior B: turn by friction. (a) to (d) as in Fig. 4.4. (e) Illustration
of the steering behavior as a superposition of snapshots. As some sensors exit the
path, their change in length pushes some nodes towards the path. This shifts the
forces of friction in a way that corrects the direction of the organism, recovering
its original configuration when it travels again over the path.
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this way, when a path border is transgressed for the first time, the organism follows
it due to an iterative elongation of its sensors during the rotation, while keeping its
centroid inside the path most of the time.
Fig. 4.6 shows an organism that has implemented this behavior. Graphical results
are arranged as in behavior A. Its lineage (Fig. 4.6c) features a structure simplification
in generation 55, and almost the final structure reappears in generation 80. From there,
small refinements are fixated during more than 300 generations to reach an organism
with fitness 1. This way of evolving the general structure fast, and refine it slowly
has been shown also in the former behavior (Fig. 4.5). In this case, the refinements
also include a size increment implemented by a mutation that affected early stages
of development. The morphogenesis of the final organism is divided in two phases
(Fig. 4.6d). First, the zygote elongates and divides during two steps (new edges do
not show in the figure because they are superimposed). Secondly, several edges split
and turn, yielding the final structure: four segments distributed in two quasisymmetric
pairs on both sides of an additional central motor edge. Each segment is made up of
two connected edges: a motor edge whose direction is controlled by the elongation of a
sensor edge.
Organisms showing spinning behavior describe a typical cyclic trajectory along one
of the path borders during the simulation (Fig. 4.6b). Snapshots of the organism
performing a complete spin are shown in Fig. 4.6e. In this case, the organism spins
counter-clockwise, but clockwise spinning is also common in other experiments. Notice
how in snapshot 1 the exterior motor edges are aligned at roughly 45º with respect to
the interior motor edges. In snapshot 3 this angle has increased to some 90º due to the
elongation of the sensor edges that fall outside the path. Repetitive transition between
these two configurations allows the organism to steer following the path’s border.
4.4.4 Behavior D: emergent rectification
Finally, some organisms revealed a much more elaborate behavior. Remarkably, this
behavior emerged with the simplest possible sensory system: one sensor edge. While the
organism is inside of the path, and as a result of balanced motor actions, all the edges get
arranged in a single line, and the organism follows a straightforward movement. When
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Figure 4.6: Behavior C : emergent spinning. (a) to (d) as in previous figures. (e)
From left to right, and from top to bottom: one complete cycle in the counter-
clockwise spinning behavior of the organism. Differently from other strategies, this
one attaches the organism to one border of the path, changing the angles of the
external motor edges with respect to the central motor edge. This angle varies
from some 45º (snapshot 1) to about 90º (snapshot 4), providing the organism
with a net movement that tracks the border of the path.
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the sensor exits the path, its elongation breaks the previous configuration, initiating a
long sequence of actions (the rectification) which force the organism to go backwards,
return to the path, and start another trajectory, shifted some degrees (around 40º)
with respect to the original one.
Fig. 4.7 shows an organism with such a behavior. The evolution stopped after
reaching the maximum number of generations. At that point, the best evolved organism
had a fitness of 0.5 (Fig. 4.7a). Though, given enough simulation time, the organism
managed to complete the path (Fig. 4.7b). This organism moves comparatively much
slower than the others, and maneuvers in a complex way to correct the direction. The
linage shows a more diversified set of ancestors (Fig. 4.7c), what meant an intricate
evolution, compared to previous behaviors. The morphogenesis (Fig. 4.7d) starts
with a duplication phase during the first two steps, followed by a split-and-turn step,
and finishes with some refinement. The final morphology shows two equal segments
made up of two motor edges, and connected by a pair of structural edges, showing the
ensemble bilateral symmetry. An extra homologous segment in the upper part of the
organism breaks the balance of motor forces. This extra segment is attached to a sensor
edge, whose elongation causes a rotation in the extra segment, leading to a steer which
rectifies the trajectory.
Fig. 4.7e shows in detail how the organism performs the rectification. The structure
of the organism includes two pairs of motor edges that push forward, and another pair
that pushes backwards (hence the overall slowing down). The net effect results in an
alignment of the edges, and a straight movement in the direction of the two pairs of
motor edges. When the organism exits the path, the sensor elongates, forcing one of the
leading pairs of motor edges to rotate and push backwards. In this configuration, the
net movement is backwards, taking the organism back to the path. As the sensor enters
the path again it shortens, provoking the pair of motor edges to return to its original
aligned arrangement. While this happens, the organism tilts to one side, correcting the
original direction. Finally, the organism keeps moving straightforward.
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Figure 4.7: Behavior D: rectification. (a) to (d) as in previous figures. (e) From left
to right, and from top to bottom: the organism moves straightforward while inside
the path. When it exits the path the sensor elongates and provokes an unstable
equilibrium, since a pair of motors moves forward. This equilibrium breaks at
some point and forces the organism to return, since the pair of motors now points
backwards. Back in the path, the sensor restores its rest length, and the pair of
motor edges returns to the original position, correcting the previous direction, and
keeping the organism traveling the path again.
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Figure 4.8: Study of generalization of the evolved behaviors in different environ-
ments. All the parameters are kept as they were during the evolution of each
behavior, while path difficulty and friction of the medium are varied separately
to find out the robustness of each organism to changes in the environment where
it has evolved. (a) Performance of the behaviors for variable path difficulty. (b)
Performance of the behaviors for variable friction constant.
4.4.5 Generalization capability of the behaviors
Behaviors described above were obtained under particular settings (three path difficul-
ties and constant friction). The resulting organisms have been simulated for a range of
values of the difficulty and friction parameters in order to test the robustness of their
behaviors. In each different setting, the organisms were simulated with a time limit
of 5,000 steps. Fig. 4.8a shows the fitness (i.e., how much of the path was actually
traveled) of the four organisms described in the previous section, along six different
paths with a difficulty that increases from 0 to 1 (as showed in Fig. 4.3). This reveals
that the more complex behavior is also the most robust to changes in the curvature
of the path: behavior D performs well in any path, from the simplest to the most
complex. Fig. 4.8b displays the average performance with different friction constant.
In this case, the performance degrades in all cases as it gets more slippery, since sensor
edges fail to steer when the motor edges propel the organism too fast. Behavior A is
the only one that performs well for small friction.
Fig. 4.9a shows how behavior D deals with the two cases of maximum difficulty.
Surprisingly, it can also generalize for very narrow paths, as shown in Fig. 4.9b. While
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Figure 4.9: Trajectories drawn by the organism that rectifies the trajectory (behav-
ior D) in the cases of maximum difficulty of the path (a), and narrower path (b).
Narrowing the path forces the organism to adopt a completely different strategy.
the organism fails to track the path when it first exits it, it manages to wander around
until it reenters the path, but this time it does it backwards (instead of the behavior
showed in Fig. 4.7). Then it starts to travel the path going from one border to the
other, until the end is reached. Some behaviors demonstrate this ability to reenter the
path after quitting it. This is remarkable because this capacity was not expected, since
simulation time during the evolution is too short to develop reentering skills. This
suggests that more complicated behaviors might be obtained if a longer time is allowed
for fitness evaluation. Fig. 4.10 shows some snapshots illustrating how the organism
with behavior B manages to reenter the path. The organism follows a straight trajectory
when outside the path, with the sensory system arranged in a star-like configuration.
As some sensors enter the path, their change in length pushes some nodes towards the
path, changing friction forces and correcting the direction of the organism.
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4.5 Conclusions and discussion
In order to provide arguments in support of the hypothesis that the evolution of devel-
opmental genetic regulation is indeed a sufficient condition for the emergence of nov-
elty and diversity, we have defined and studied a model that integrates a considerable
amount of biological features: (1) an encoding method based on sequence genotypes;
(2) gene regulation by Boolean networks; (3) multicellular development through a fixed
set of simple structural genes; (4) cell differentiation (three cellular types); and (5)
evolution of morphologies and locomotive behaviors in a particular environment.
Despite the simple and fixed set of structural genes implemented, a rich variety of
body plans have evolved, providing the organisms with appropriate steering strategies.
As shown in Chapter 3, symmetries, segments, and modules do not emerge when spring
networks are encoded with direct methods. This suggests that these properties, found
in the described phenotypes, could emerge as a consequence of the genetic regulation
of development that has been modeled.
Furthermore, apart from the rich variety of body plans, the evolved organisms
presented a rich variety of behaviors. Indeed, the problem of path-following employed
to test the model is unconnected to the traditional class of form-finding problems,
in which the fitness of a solution is directly evaluated from its form. Instead, it is
related to a new class of problems where the behavior is to be optimized, which we
have named behavior-finding. Behavior-finding problems search for solutions whose
behavior (as the result from the interaction of its form with an environment) verifies a
set of restrictions. Consequently, the fitness of a solution is evaluated as how it behaves
in a concrete environment. Following a path is but an example of this class of problems.
The developmental model presented in this work has been shown to be adequate for
the class of behavior-finding problems, as the resulting behaviors have demonstrated.
The behaviors obtained are diverse and complex, and successfully exploit very dif-
ferent aspects of the model: sensorial systems adapted to the geometry of the problem
(behaviors A and B), physical aspects of the environment (behavior B), symmetry
(behaviors B and C ), or complex arrangements of edges (behaviors C and D). This
diversity is remarkable if we attend to the simplicity of the resulting graphs (7 edges for
behavior A, 17 for B, and 9 for C and D). Considering the very limited functionality of
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Figure 4.10: Capacity of behavior B to reenter the path after quitting it. The
organism changes from a straight trajectory to a curve towards the path as some
sensors reenter the path. Their change in length displaces some nodes towards the
path, and the imbalance of friction forces tilts the organism towards the path. Once
it travels again over the path, the organism recovers its symmetry and continues
straightforward.
the cellular types that have been modeled, the performance and generalization capacity
of the evolved organisms result from the expressive power of the genetic model and the
high degree of adaptation to the environment reached by the organisms. The fact that
behavior D can be obtained with only 9 edges and a single sensor edge is amazing
considering the efficiency and generalization capacity demonstrated by this organism.
Fig. 4.9b shows that this structure manages to travel backwards when the path is too
narrow to be traveled forward. This suggests that the evolved structures implement
not only the steering behavior, but also the ability to wander around the path, and
reenter the path. In short, a remarkable result is how such a biological model obtains
very simple structures that show a very complex behavior.
In the field of autonomous agents, an embodiment is employed to allow agents
to interact with the environment. Such embodiments have been traditionally split in
morphology and controller [69, 162, 95, 50, 15, 92, 79], being the controller typically
implemented by a neural network, and adjusted separately from the morphology. In
contrast, the proposed model does not include an explicit controller, i.e., there is no
clear separation between the body and the brain that controls its behavior. A sensor is
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implemented in our model as an excitable element that alters its rest length depending
on its position relative to the path. In this way, sensors transduce information of the
environment by introducing a change in the geometrical state of the organism. This
change propagates along the organism to adapt the response in a proper way, so as
to accomplish what is favored by evolution: steering to keep following the path. Fur-
thermore, since the controller and morphology are merged in the model, both of them
develop seamless in the same process, simplifying the model as a reliable abstraction
of biological development.
In conclusion, the theoretical results presented in this chapter support the latest
biological hypothesis, suggesting that the sole variation in the regulation of gene ex-
pression is indeed a sufficient condition for the emergence of novelty and diversity of
body plans. While the proposed model used a fixed and simple set of structural genes
that fired just a few basic developmental actions, the evolution of the regulation of gene
expression originated a diversity of body plans, which managed to solve a path follow-
ing problem with a rich variety of behaviors. This quite striking diversity of forms and
behavioral strategies is connected to the diversity of forms and features found on earth,
suggesting that such morphological richness should not be considered a surprising fact,
but rather an inevitable consequence of the variability of gene regulation.

Chapter 5
Evolutionary development of
virtual actors
The evolutionary models introduced in the previous chapters favor the emergence of
biological properties, novelty, and diversity in the solutions, as the presented results
demonstrated. A capacity for generation of novelty and diversity clearly redound in the
creative potential of the proposed algorithms, which can be exploited in applications
that demand artistic creativity. Computer animation is one of such applications, a task
that demands both technical ability and artistic creativity.
In this chapter, we propose a novel methodology based on the evolutionary de-
velopmental models presented in the previous chapters for the automatic animation
of characters for computer graphics. The methodology produces creative characters’
behaviors as a three-stage process: (1) evolving a control system that generates a de-
terministic behavior for the character; this system will be implemented as a network
of springs and incorporates the necessary underlying physics to model the low-level
interaction with the environment; (2) embodying the selected controller into the char-
acter’s body, transferring the evolved behavior to the character; and (3) animating the
character with the behavior that the bebot generates in the animation environment,
optionally extending the character’s world with elements that allow the controller to
react as it is expected. The controller of a character will be genetically encoded, and
evolved in an evolutionary process that seeks out patterns of behavior adapted to solve
∗The results presented in this chapter have been published in [104].
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a task. Finally, we show how this methodology can be implemented in different case
studies of behavioral animation.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents a brief introduction of
the application of artificial life techniques in computer animation. Section 5.2 reviews
previous works in the field of automatic animation. In Section 5.3, the methodology
is described in detail. Section 5.4 presents three different case studies of automatic
animation that have been considered to illustrate the proposed methodology. Finally,
in Section 5.5, the conclusions derived from the case studies are discussed.
5.1 Artificial life applied to computer animation
Artificial Life (ALife) techniques have perfused the animation industry since its very
beginning [138, 162, 109], resulting in well-established contributions in automating
time-consuming processes relative to props and secondary characters. Now, the time for
biology has come, and something is moving in ALife, since its main drive is biomimicry.
The avalanche of information and knowledge has brought about the rapid development
of new tools to process and understand biological data. Scientific fields like com-
putational neuroscience and bioinformatics have been built upon computer-intensive
simulation, and new disciplines will soon emerge to explain embryological development
and the evolution of life on earth.
In this scenario, different factors have converged to dramatically transform com-
puter modeling techniques: (1) traditional formulation based on differential calculus
showed to be inappropriate to explain important aspects of biological complexity, (2)
the availability of a higher computer power at a low cost, and (3) the potential in-
terest of these models in industrial applications. Evolutionary computation is a good
example: the traditional problem-oriented encoding methods, as well as the traditional
operators (point-mutation and crossover) that have been used in genetic algorithms
for decades, are currently being reconsidered in the light of the discoveries made in
genetics and embryology. In the new generation of evolutionary methods, indirect
genotype-phenotype mappings drive the development of an individual before actually
being tested [92, 164, 5]. Also, biologically inspired genomes that undergo structural
modifications, like duplication or inversion, try to reproduce the modular strategy of
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evolution in search of complex organisms [184, 27]. These computer modeling tech-
niques, motivated by a better understanding of biological processes, are transforming
ALife.
The repertoire of methods and techniques available to ALife are typically general-
purpose and have found application in different fields: cellular automata, genetic algo-
rithms, grammatical systems, or neural networks are typically used to either understand
the dynamics of organic life, or to explore life-as-it-could-be [169, 90]. A prototypical
experiment in ALife starts by defining the attributes and behavior of simplistic agents,
as well as the rules that define the interaction among them and with the environment.
Once settled up in an initial configuration, the population of agents self-organizes and
may well behave as a complex dynamical system [18]. Sometimes the model individ-
ual includes plasticity, allowing the population to evolve towards innovative collective
behaviors and to better adapt itself to environmental conditions [127, 19]. This holis-
tic principle dominates, and is extensively used in ALife to mimic self-organizing and
evolutionary biological processes. Traditional examples include vegetal modeling [135],
flocking behavior in Reynolds’ boids [139], and locomotion strategies of Sims’ blocky
creatures [163].
Consequently, ALife seems to be the natural field to look for new animation tech-
niques, those that have the right proportion of novelty and realism as to create con-
vincing new worlds. From Star Wars to Avatar, animated films have always made
use of this technology, and a renovated ALife may contribute to the strong effort in
technology-transfer that the cinematographic and game industry currently demands.
5.2 Related work
The animation of a character is a difficult and time-consuming task as it requires both
technical ability and artistic creativity. Although these human skills are difficult to
master, several approaches have been proposed to partially automate the animation
process.
The earliest attempts to automate the process of animation focused in solving simple
locomotion of articulated characters, where physical structure, actuators, sensors, and
target position were all specified in advance by the user. An example in this line is the
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paradigm of spacetime constraints [189, 33], where a numerical solving process was used
in order to optimize the locomotion of the character, given as an approximate trajec-
tory by the animator. The animation process is a complex high-dimensional multimodal
problem where heuristic methods have proved to outperform numerical methods. Evo-
lutionary algorithms (similarly to the approach presented here) have been proposed to
generate trajectories for simple 2D physically-simulated articulated structures that can
respond to stimuli, eliminating the need for an initial trajectory specified by the user
[126, 125, 3]. Instead of optimizing the trajectories of the characters, a more versatile
methodology is to optimize controllers for the characters, which are physically simu-
lated and made of rigid links, sensors, and actuators [177, 171, 175, 68, 99], especially
for biped and quadruped characters [137, 170, 1, 182]. However, in these methods, the
user needs to specify most of the controllers’ attributes, as links, sensors, actuators,
network topology, and parameters, which, besides being a non-trivial task, limits the
search space of the algorithm, and hence its capacity for novelty generation.
ALife techniques based on evolutionary methods have been proposed to automate
the design of both, the morphology and controller of virtual creatures and organisms.
Sims’ seminal work [163, 162] evolved virtual creatures that moved with a variety of
emerging locomotion strategies in a simulated 3D physical world. A more complex task,
block-throwing, was implemented in [29]. Ventrella [178, 179] evolved the morphology
and behavior of 3D rigid bodies made of limbs and oscillating joints on a physics
simulator. Komosinski et al. presented framesticks [93, 92], a system for evolving
the morphology (joints connected by flexible rods) and controllers (a neural network)
for 3D organisms. Hornby and Pollack [80] proposed an evolutionary model based
on L-systems for creating 3D virtual creatures made of bars and oscillating joints with
insect-level behaviors, including rolling, undulating, flipping, coiling, and walking. Shim
and Kim [161] proposed the coevolution of body and controller for the generation of
flying creatures with a variety of morphologies and locomotion strategies, resembling
birds, butterflies, or bats. This collection of works gives an idea of the power of ALife
techniques to generate emerging novel behaviors through automatic processes.
An area especially suitable for automatic animation techniques is crowding, since
it is characterized by having a great number of different, but coarse, behaviors, mak-
ing it hard for manual animation. Different automatic animation methods have been
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proposed for this particular task. Reynolds’ pioneering work [138, 139] evolved con-
trollers based on simple local rules for steering a group of simulated simple creatures
with limited sensory systems, resulting in realistic flocking behaviors. Other authors
have combined local rules with global planning, searching for optimal paths for each
agent [82, 88, 174]. In the case of highly dense crowds, fluid dynamics [132], and a com-
bination of Lagrangian representation with Euleraian crowd modeling [124] have been
proposed to automate the locomotion of each agent. The ALife-based methodology
presented in this work can also be successfully applied to crowding animation, taking
fully advantage of the emergence of novelty and diversity that the model provides. In
this way, several evolved virtual ALife organisms can be used to animate a crowd of
individuals, resulting in a diverse set of truly different behaviors.
In this chapter, we apply ALife techniques for behavioral-finding, creating a new
methodology for the automatic animation of characters. More precisely, ALife or-
ganisms, made of mass-spring networks (i.e., a connected graph where each edge is
physically modeled as a spring), will evolve to implement the control of the character.
The model, whose properties have been described in the previous chapters, generates
candidate topologies for the virtual organisms by an evolutionary algorithm with an
encoding of individuals based on artificial-development. This algorithm searches for
configurations of mass-spring networks fitted to a physically simulated environment.
The behavior shown by the network is transferred to the character by loosely coupling
it to the character’s mesh. This method of loosely coupled controllers resembles the
one proposed in [31], where mass-spring lattices were used. However, a controller in
that work consisted on a fix hand-designed topology and a series of basic pre-designed
looping sequences, which impedes the emergence of novel behaviors.
5.3 Proposed methodology
In animals, the control of the organism is performed by the coordinated action of
skeletal muscles and a sensorimotor system, integrating sensory organs, nervous centers,
and muscular effectors. A living organism interacts with the environment and reacts
according to the patterns of behavior that it has learned or inherited.
Inspired by living organisms, we propose that animation of characters can be auto-
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mated for a wide spectrum of non-trivial behaviors by means of a dynamical network of
springs that models the skeletal muscles and the sensorimotor system of the animated
character, which interacts with a (potentially extended) environment. In what follows,
we will refer to this control system as a bebot (short for ’behavioral bot’) and will be
implemented as a mass-spring network which exhibits a deterministic behavior when
embedded in a particular physical context.
Several works have demonstrated the potential of networks of springs to animate
characters. Since the pioneering work of Miller [116] animating worm-like characters,
this mathematical construct has been extensively used to implement behavior [171, 37,
153]. Here, it is used in a rather different way: a bebot evolves (topology and springs’
constants) in a simulated environment so as to develop a particular behavior, which is
then embodied into a character. The different phases of this methodology are illustrated
in Fig. 5.1. On the left, four independent evolutionary runs are showed, generating a
number of different bebots, whose elements are graphically represented with ellipsoids.
The embodiment of one of them in the rig (not shown) of a bird character is illustrated
on the right. This mapping can be any correspondence between properties of the bebot
and elements of the character. In the case of rigged characters, bebots can be mapped
to bones, resembling the tendons of vertebrate organisms.
Bebots perceive the environment in a particular way that is defined for each spe-
cific problem. Such integration in the environment determines the bebot’s state, and
may include sensory perception (e.g. visual or chemotactic) and physical interaction
(e.g. friction or gravity). A physical simulator determines the behavior of a bebot in a
particular environment. Besides the spring physics, the simulator includes other com-
ponents that can be adjusted to fit the specific animation environment, such as gravity,
friction with the medium, and interaction with the ground. The virtual world can be
defined in two or three dimensions. Simulations in two dimensions are also suitable for
three dimensional animations, if the required behavior takes place on a surface, what
is rather common in animation tasks. The simulator also allows bebots with different
types of edges for locomotion and environment perception, providing a rich variety of
possible relations with the environment, even if the bebot has very few edges.
Finally, networks of springs provides bebots (and, consequently, the embodied char-
acters) with advantageous properties, such as: (1) adaptability and evolvability (given
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the proposed methodology. An evolutionary algorithm
seeks for bebots that can fulfill a concrete task. The selected one is mapped into
the character’s body.
that the topology of the graph can be easily altered by changing either its connectivity,
or the properties of the edges), (2) stability (providing the structure with tensional equi-
librium, possibly including tensegrities as part of the body), (3) theoretical background
(a wide spectrum of formal methods can be used, from graph theory to generative
graph grammars), and (4) applicability (graph-based and multilink robots have been
described in the literature, while in the animation industry characters are typically
represented as surfaces associated with graph-based skeletons).
5.3.1 Evolution of bebots
An evolutionary algorithm has been implemented for bebots to evolve in different sce-
narios. Similarly to biological organisms, the structure of a bebot is encoded in a
genome, in the sense that the genome is not a blueprint of the bebot, but the instruc-
tions which conduct its development. Analogously to the models presented in Chapters
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3 and 4, the genetics have been formalized as a regulated graph grammar (studied in
Chapter 2), since a bebot is, formally speaking, a graph. This grammar defines a
procedure by which an initial graph is iteratively transformed by rewriting its edges.
This process is controlled by a set of rules, where every rule defines the subgraph in
the current organism which is to be replaced by another subgraph, and how it will
get connected. This transformation resembles the development of multicellular organ-
isms from a given zygote (i.e., the initial graph) by the division and differentiation of
cells (i.e., the graph’s edges). Accordingly, the set of grammar rules defined for the
development of bebots is made up of rules that transform a single edge into two edges,
and rules that simply transform the properties of an edge. The set of rules for bebot
development is illustrated in Fig. 5.2, which includes:
• Split rule (s): transforms one edge into two edges of half-length and perpendicular
direction.
• Duplication rule (t): similarly to the split rule, this rule replaces one edge by two
parallel edges, keeping the length of the original edge.
• Resize rule (r): changes the length of an edge in a discrete way by either increasing
or decreasing its original length.
• Swap rule (w): changes the direction of an edge, i.e., after the application of this
rule the nodes of an edge remain connected, but in the opposite direction.
• Connectivity rule (c): affects the connectivity properties of the nodes that delimit
an edge.
The connectivity rule, used only in environments that include gravitation, favors the
establishing of new connections in the resulting bebots, making them more robust under
gravitational conditions. In such environments, a new edge will be created between two
nodes that are active and close enough. A connectivity rule applied to an edge switch
the state (represented by v in Fig. 5.2) of its two end nodes, being the default state
inactive when a node is generated.
The rules applied during the developmental process of a bebot are regulated by its
genome. In this way, it is the genome that specifies the precise time, in which particular
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Figure 5.2: Production system used in the developmental process of the bebots.
A rule, named by a character, defines formally the rewriting of an edge (left-hand
side of the rule) into a replacement graph (right-hand side of the rule).
edges, and what rules are to be applied during development. Since a developmental
process always starts with the same graph (the zygote), consisting in two nodes con-
nected by a single edge, a genome deterministically describes the final morphology of
its encoded bebot. Two different types of genomes have been used in this work: a string
genome and a regulatory-network genome.
In the first case, a string genome consists of a concatenation of parameterized sym-
bols, each of them mapped to a grammatical rule (presented in Chapter 3). Fig. 5.3a
shows an example of a genome composed of five symbols, where each symbol (in cap-
ital) is mapped to a rule, identified with the corresponding small letter (’T’ maps to
’t’, etc.). During development, every edge stores a copy of the genome, plus additional
information about the portion of genome to be expressed by the edge, which will be
referred to as the domain of expression. Fig. 5.3b illustrates the corresponding de-
velopmental process, displaying the genome and domain in each edge and time step.
Development starts with a single edge containing a copy of the genome, and where
the domain comprises the entire genome. At each step, every edge expresses the left-
most rule in its domain (if not empty). Additionally, the domains are updated as to
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remove the expressed rule, and, in the case of a split or duplication rule, the domain
is distributed among the two new edges, according to an attribute of the rule. The
expression of the resize and split rules is also determined by a second attribute, which
specifies the new length in the resulting edges. As a halting condition, the develop-
mental process stops when the domain of every edge in the bebot is empty, resulting in
the final bebot’s morphology. In this model, this condition is reached by any possible
genome, since the domains can only get smaller (see Chapter 3 for a demonstration).
In the second case, a regulatory-network genome is made up of a sequence of digits
(presented in Chapter 4). This string is interpreted as an Artificial Genome [136], which
encodes a Boolean network by template matching. Fig. 5.4a shows an example genome
that reads out in a Boolean network (Fig. 5.4b). In such a network, the state of a
node (active or inactive) is dynamically determined by the states of the other nodes in
the network, mimicking the functioning of the genetic regulatory networks. Fig. 5.4c
illustrates how a bebot develops under this model. At each step of development, every
edge is labeled with the state of the nodes (in the order ’DRSTWX’). Some nodes
of the Boolean network are mapped to the rules of the graph grammar; accordingly,
when the expression state of an edge includes a mapped node with an active state, the
corresponding rule is applied to the edge (in the example, node ’R’ maps to rule ’r’,
’S’ to ’s’, ’T’ to ’t’, and ’W’ to ’w’). Development starts with the zygote’s single edge
containing an expression state with all nodes inactive except the first one (first graph
to the left). In each developmental step, every edge expresses the rules corresponding
to its active mapped nodes, if any, i.e., the rules mapped from its active nodes are
applied sequentially to the edge. Additionally, the edges’ expression states are updated
according to the Boolean network encoded in the bebot’s genome, and, in the case of a
split or duplication rule, the expression state is distributed among the two new edges.
In this case, a special node (’D’) becomes active in just one of the expression states of
the new nodes, leaving different expression states in the new edges and, hence, their
subsequent states and rules applied may differ. Also, a special node in the expression
state of all cells determines its type, which is set according to the number of activations
accumulated in the edge during development (not shown in the example for clarity).
Finally, the developmental process stops when all the edges in the bebot have a complete
inactive expression, resulting in the final bebot’s morphology (last graph to the right).
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Additionally, the developmental process stops if all edges have entered in a loop without
division rules, or the bebot has exceeded a given maximum number of edges.
Therefore, the process of finding a bebot suitable for an animation task consists
of simulating the evolution of a population of bebots until the fitness values in the
population stabilize. The initial population is made up of short random genomes;
hence, the initial population consists of simple bebots, usually with just one edge.
In each generation, a new population is obtained by mutating, testing their fitness,
and replacing a percentage of the current population, selected according to a roulette
algorithm with a probability of selection linearly proportional to the fitness of the
bebots. Consequently, less adapted bebots (low fitness) are replaced iteratively during
evolution by more adapted bebots (high fitness) obtained by mutations. Two sets
of mutation operators have been implemented, each of them adapted to the type of
genome used. In the case of string genomes, the following symbol operators have been
implemented:
• insertion: a new random symbol is inserted in a random position,
• deletion: a symbol is randomly chosen and removed,
• replacement: a symbol is randomly chosen and replaced by a new random symbol,
and
• single-attribute: an attribute of a randomly chosen symbol is replaced by a new
random attribute.
In the case of regulatory-network genomes, the following sequence-level operators have
been implemented:
• single-point: a single nucleotide is replaced by another nucleotide,
• duplication: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and copied immediately
after the original (tandem duplication),
• transposition: a segment of the genome is deleted and copied in a random location,
• deletion: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and removed, and
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• inversion: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and re-written in reverse
order.
A segment of the genome is defined as a substring of 256 bases, which contains a single
rule on average.
Finally, evolution finishes when the fitness values in the population stabilize (or
when evolution reaches a certain number of generations, in order to limit long simu-
lations). Consequently, the resultant bebot of an evolution is the bebot with the best
fitness in the last population.
5.3.2 Physics of the model
As pointed out previously, edges have been modeled as damping springs, while nodes
are free movable joints. The dynamics of a spring is determined by the spring constant,
the damping constant, and the rest length. These values configure the compressive and
tensile properties of the edge. The fact that an edge is stretched or compressed in a given
moment during the simulation depends on the parameters and the forces applied on it
by neighboring edges, and its interaction with the environment. A detailed description
of the physics of the model can be found in Chapter 4.
Concerning the physical properties of the environment, they will be described for
each case-study in the next section.
5.4 Animation results
Three different behavioral tasks have been considered to illustrate the proposed method-
ology: gliding, landing, and path-following. Fig. 5.5 shows the selected characters to
automatically animate for each case.
5.4.1 Gliding
The first case-study is concerned with the animation of a character that glides following
a straight line. Based on a sequence of the short film Big Buck Bunny [12], a rigged
bird (Fig. 5.5a) is animated flapping its wings as it crosses the scenario.
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Figure 5.3: Example of the development of a bebot from a string genome. (a) A
string genome composed of five symbols. Symbols T, S, and R are mapped to du-
plication, split, and resize rules, respectively. (b) Developmental steps regulated by
the genome. The zygote (top graph) is transformed to the final bebot morphology
(bottom graph) by the application of the grammar rules regulated by the genome.
The genome and domain (blue part) of every edge is shown next to each graph.
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Figure 5.4: Example of the development of a bebot from a regulatory-network
genome. (a) A regulatory-network genome is represented by a sequence of digits.
Below it is shown a detail of the sequence, with the regulation between the genes T
and W. (b) Boolean network encoded in the genome. Node D is the differentiation
node. Nodes S, T, R, and W are genes mapped to swap, duplication, resize,
and swap rules, respectively. Node X is a regular node. (c) Developmental steps
regulated by the genome. Again, the zygote (first graph to the left) is transformed
to the final bebot morphology (last graph to the right) by the application of the
grammar rules regulated by the genome. Each edge has been labeled with its
expression state.
In this case, bebots are made of 2D spring networks, restricting the movement of the
characters to a horizontal plane. Apart from the regular structural edges, gliding bebots
can develop motor edges, which propel the structure. A motor edge implements a pulse
force, which pushes the edge regularly in a direction defined by the edge. In this way,
the morphology of the bebot, including the differentiation of the edges into structural
or motor edges, determines its characteristic gliding behavior. Again, a string genome
will be used to encode bebots for gliding, although the connection rule has not been
used in this case. The physical simulator for gliding bebots includes friction with the
medium, allowing the emergence of aerodynamical properties in the structure of the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.5: Selected characters for motion planning tasks. (a) A bird that flies
straight forward (character from [12]), (b) a squirrel that falls and lands from a
height (character from [12]), and (c) a flying saucer that steers to avoid obstacles
in a foggy environment.
bebots. The fitness function consists in measuring the distance traveled by the bebot
during a fixed time.
In order to obtain a variety of bebots, 20 evolutionary runs were performed, resulting
in bebots with a diversity of morphologies and locomotion styles. Fig. 5.6 shows the
best evolved bebots in 3 different evolutionary runs. Edges are colored according to
its type: structural edges in green and motor edges in red, where the propulsion is in
the direction indicated by a brighter tip. Evolved bebots for gliding presents organic
forms, repeating patterns, and symmetries, again a consequence of the bioinspired
developmental process (Fig. 5.7 shows the development of the best solution). Starting
with a graph of a single edge (upper left), different rules are applied subsequently,
ending up in a complex phenotype (lower right).
The best evolved gliding bebots were embodied in the bird character by mapping
some location and rotation properties of the bebot’s edges to properties of the bones
in the rig, including its root bone (the first bone in the rig’s hierarchy) in order to
obtain a horizontal body displacement and, optionally, bones located on the head, tail,
wings, legs, and belly, so as to animate the different parts of the body. In this way, the
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Figure 5.6: The best evolved bebots for gliding in three different evolutionary runs.
Edges are colored according to its type: structural (green), and motor (red, being
the propulsion direction indicated by a brighter tip).
bebots’ behavior fully automates the character. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the embodiment of
the bebot in the bird. The resulting behaviors using the best evolved gliding bebots
are shown in Fig. 5.8, where the bebots have also been included for clarification.
The sequences of snapshots show a cycle in the flight of the character, each of them
automatically animated by a different bebot. The resulting behaviors consist in a non-
linear horizontal displacement of the character, combined with periodic movements of
the wings, paws, tail and head. The characteristic behavior of each bebot translates into
a bird’s overall behavior, resulting in different and novel styles of flying. Furthermore,
a single bebot can generate different flying strategies depending on how it is mapped
to the character. Fig. 5.8d and e show two additional examples generated by random
mappings of the best gliding bebot. In this way, a bebot can potentially produce a
great number of novel behaviors just by trying alternative embodiments.
5.4.2 Landing
The second case-study considers a rather frequent task in behavioral animation: the
unpropelled landing of a character. This is illustrated taking the scenario in a sequence
of the short film Big Buck Bunny [12], where a squirrel character (Fig. 5.5b) falls from
a tree.
A bebot suitable for reproducing a proper landing needs 3D spring networks, since
landing normally will take place in three dimensions. The nature of this behavior
is passive, and landing bebots do not propel by themselves; hence, edges have been
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Figure 5.7: Snapshots of the developmental process of the best evolved bebot for
gliding, ordered from the zygote (upper left) to the final phenotype (lower right).
Edges are colored according to its type: structural (green), and motor (red).
modeled as regular damping springs. In this way, the behavior of the bebot will be
determined by the reaction of its morphology during and after the impact. The physical
simulator includes gravity force, friction with the ground and the medium, and inelastic
collisions with the ground. Besides, three animation constraints were specified in the
simulator: (1) the bebot crashes into the ground with a constant initial speed, (2) the
character should deform as less as possible, since it interprets a living being, and (3)
it should not get too far from the contact point, so as to stay within the camera’s field
of view. These criteria were modeled in a fitness function by simulating the free-falling
of 3D bebots, and measuring the overall deformation and final distance to the contact
point.
The string genome model was used in this case to encode and develop the solu-
tions. Similarly to the previous case, several independent evolutionary runs (50) were
performed. Fig. 5.9 shows the average best, mean, and worst fitness for each genera-
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 5.8: Snapshots of three resultant automatically-animated sequences of the
flying bird, including the evolved bebots used in each of them. Each sequence
presents a novel and different way of bird flight. Sequences (d) and (e) illustrates
two additional automatically-animated sequences produced by varying the mapping
of the bebot to the character. In this way, the same bebot can potentially produce
a broad set of different behaviors. Characters and scenario taken from [12].
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tion of the evolutionary runs, along with the phylogeny of the best evolved bebot. The
edges have been colored to represent its internal tensile state: compressed (red), relaxed
(green), and stretched (blue). As expected, at the beginning of the evolution bebots
did not perform well, being dramatically deformed, and not absorbing the impact.
However, as evolution progressed, more robust forms (typically including tensegrities)
started to appear. Fig. 5.10 shows the best evolved bebots in 5 different evolutionary
runs. It is worth mentioning that organic forms and modules emerge in the evolved
bebots, as a consequence of the bioinspired nature of the developmental process (de-
picted in Fig. 5.11 for the best solution). Development starts with the zygote (left)
made up of a single edge. Through a series of rules, the zygote develops first into a
simple pyramid with a square base. Next, each of the four edges in the apex transforms
into a triangular pyramid, through the expression of the same portion of the genome
(indeed, the reuse of parts of the genome by different edges is the key for the emer-
gence of modular development). Finally, a complex module develops in the base of the
structure. Note that the morphology of the bebot recalls some spaceship designs, like
if evolution would have captured the way landing should be done.
The best evolved bebot was mapped to the squirrel character to generate the falling
animation sequence. The mapping consists in the association of the location and rota-
tion properties of an edge in the bebot’s basement to the location of the main bone in
the squirrel’s skeleton. Besides, the rotation properties of some edges in the bebot were
mapped to the rotation properties of some bones in the head, arms, and legs of the
squirrel’s skeleton. Fig. 5.12 shows a selection of snapshots of an animation sequence,
where the bebot has been included to clarify the embodying process. The squirrel char-
acter follows the trajectory of the original bebot, falling with a steep angle, bouncing
back, and landing between the two other characters. Although the mapping determines
the position and behavior of some parts of the character, other parts can still be con-
trolled by the animator. The mapping can be also altered dynamically throughout the
duration of the animation. To show the versatility of this methodology, the rotations of
the squirrel’s head, arms, and legs are totally controlled by the bebot during the falling
period, but they were hand animated after the character has landed, while still keeping
the mapping of the skeleton’s main bone. 5.12 shows this example of landing behavior;
firstly merging both, character and bebot, and then the final animation sequence, which
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Figure 5.9: Average best, mean, and worst fitness for each generation of 50 evo-
lutionary runs for landing bebots, along with the phylogeny of the best evolved
bebot. Bebots’ edges are colored according to its internal tensile state: compressed
(red), relaxed (green), and stretched (blue).
Figure 5.10: The best evolved bebots for landing in five different evolutionary runs,
showing organicity and modularity. Edges are colored according to its internal
tensile state: compressed (red), relaxed (green), and stretched (blue).
could fit well in a short animation film, like Big Buck Bunny.
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Figure 5.11: Snapshots of the developmental process of the best evolved bebot for
landing, ordered from the zygote (left) to the final phenotype (right). Edges are
colored according to its internal tensile state: compressed (red), relaxed (green),
and stretched (blue).
Figure 5.12: Snapshots of the resultant automatically-animated sequence of the
falling squirrel, including the evolved bebot used for the mapping. The squirrel
character seamless includes locomotion movements mapped from the bebot and
locomotion hand-designed by an animator. Characters and scenario taken from
[12].
5.4.3 Path-following
The third case-study illustrates a more complex animation task: a flying saucer (Fig.
5.5c) is intended to maneuver in a foggy environment circumventing obstacles. This
example allows a more elaborated interaction with the animator, who can specify a
pathway for the vehicle in the form of a ribbon network (as described in [188]).
As it was the case animating the bird, bebots move here in a horizontal plane and
will be 2D spring networks. However, in addition to structural and motor edges, they
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will also include sensory edges to sense the path. Sensory edges are designed as to
transduce physical information of the environment into internal changes, particularly
in the spring rest length of these edges. When a sensor edge is completely inside of the
path, its rest length equals a constant value; when it falls completely outside of the path,
its rest length doubles the constant length; and intermediate situations take linearly
interpolated values. In this way, bebots can only by guided by local information, what
fits well with the foggy environment proposed. Besides, motor edges provide constant
propulsion in the direction specified by the edge (instead of the pulsed propulsion used
in the gliders). A bebot in this model is a graph of structural, motor and sensory edges
that is encoded with the gene regulatory network genome. Finally, the fitness function
designed for this problem measures the capacity of the bebots to travel a path in a
given constant time.
Several evolutionary runs (21) were performed with a set of simple paths consisting
in two consecutive turns, but in opposite directions. The result was a rich set of mor-
phologies and behaviors. Fig. 5.13 shows the best solutions obtained in three different
evolutionary runs. Edges are colored according to its type: structural edges in green,
motor edges in red, and sensor edges in blue (with white rings to better show its elon-
gation during path sensing). A very interesting conclusion of this experiment is that
very simple bebots (around a dozen edges) were able to develop complex behaviors.
The trajectories of these behaviors are shown in Fig. 5.14. The last of this steering
behaviors is of special interest since it shows how a very simple bebot can display a
complex and well-adapted behavior: it is made of only seven edges, includes one sensor
edge, and is able to detect that it has exited the path, it can correct the direction by
rotating some motor edges, and keep going afterwards. In some way, this organism
displays a continuous behavior that somehow resembles that of a discrete finite-state
machine. Moreover, bebots’ strategies are robust, since the bebot can maneuver prop-
erly in a variety of environments (changing friction constant, difficulty and width of
the pathway).
Finally, the path-followers were embodied in the saucer character. In the animation
provided here there are no collisions, consequently no deformation has to be animated
and the character does not need a rig, only its location and rotation have to be mapped
from the bebot. The location of the character is mapped from the mean location of
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Figure 5.13: The best evolved bebots for path-following in three different evolu-
tionary runs. Edges are colored according to its type: structural (green), motor
(red, being the propulsion direction indicated by a brighter tip), and sensor (blue
and white rings).
the bebot’s nodes, while its rotation is calculated according to the relative position be-
tween the front and the back of the bebot according to the direction of the movement.
Additionally, the tilt of the flying saucer is automatically mapped according to the
lateral acceleration of the bebot. Similarly, the color of the lights of the flying saucer is
mapped to the speed in the corresponding direction of each light (from yellow, meaning
that the light is aligned with the movement direction, to red, when the vehicle does
not move in that direction). Note that evolved bebots can be successfully simulated in
any arbitrary path configured by the animator, allowing the animator to control inter-
actively the path that a previously evolved bebot must follow. Fig. 5.15 illustrates in
the animation environment the steering strategies of the three best evolved bebots over
a long path designed and populated with rocks by the animator. Each of the evolved
bebots results in completely different motion patterns, generating novel animations of
the vehicle.
5.4.4 High-level behavior-finding
Up to this point we have described how a behavior can be generated in an automatic
way for a given character. Bebots with simple behaviors can be arranged as to show a
much more complex behavior, either in a single character, or in a crowd.
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Figure 5.14: Trajectories left by the centers of mass of three path-followers, showing
completely different steering strategies. The top trajectory is a simple steering
when exiting the path, the behavior at the middle is shown by a bebot that rotates
on itself, and the steering in the image on the bottom is a much more robust
behavior. They correspond, in this order, to the bebots in Fig 5.13, from left to
right.
5.4.4.1 Complex behaviors
Behaviors where actions get arranged into loops will look rather simple if the same
actions are repeated once and again. One would expect a variability as the behavior
develops, if the environmental conditions differ, and, especially, if the character’s actions
are assumed to be driven by cognitive processes. The examples of flying and steering
are illustrative of this. A long repetition of the flapping sequence may resemble an
automata-like way of acting. The result would look more natural by contaminating it
with some noise, but again, an underlying pattern would be there. The steering case
displays some more variability, because the particular way the bebot exits the path
confers a different reaction to the character. However, a concrete bebot always steers
with the same strategy.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.15: Snapshots of three resultant automatically-animated sequences of the
flying saucer crossing a field of rocks, including the evolved bebots used for the
mappings in each case. Each bebot produces a novel behavior to follow a path,
which are automatically mapped to the character. (a) A bebot steers to avoid
exiting the path. (b) A bebot follows the edge of the path rotating on itself. (c)
An apparently simple bebot corrects its trajectory with a complex maneuver.
A qualitatively more complex behavior is obtained when the character can execute
the actions of different bebots in different times or conditions. A bird that maintains a
flapping style, but also inserts, accidentally, flaps from a different type, might show a
richer and more natural behavior. Likewise, a saucer that avoids obstacles by yawing
when the rock appears, but then changes to moving back and correcting the direc-
tion, and suddenly rotates on itself, gives the impression of a much more elaborated
controller.
These are examples of how complex animation behaviors can be obtained by com-
bining simpler ones. The same sequence in Fig. 5.15 can be animated by a vehicle
that alternates the three steering behaviors. If in previous animations the character’s
behavior seemed to be reactive (i.e., it always raises the same reaction in similar con-
texts), the combined strategy results in a much more elaborated behavior, typical of
background cognitive processes.
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Figure 5.16: Crowding scene showing a number of automatically-animated flying
saucers with different behaviors crossing a field of rocks.
5.4.4.2 Crowding animation
Another animation problem where behavioral diversity is highly recommended is crowd-
ing. When a crowd of characters is animated with the same behavior a sense of ho-
mogeneity deprives the result from some degree of realism (even if the actions are not
synchronized). Instead, a crowd of animals or people show some overall heterogeneity
as a result of individual idiosyncrasy.
Realistic crowds can be animated by embodying the characters with different be-
bots. (In a sense, here, simple behaviors are used in parallel, while they are combined
sequentially to generate complex behaviors.) In order to illustrate this idea, a number
of saucers have been animated where the three kinds of path-following strategies com-
bine. The uniform and smooth sense of movement that a single behavior may create
when copied in a crowd disappears if an (even small) number of strategies merge in the
scene. Fig. 5.16 shows a snapshot of this sequence, an animation of 20 flying saucers
crossing a field of rocks where a ribbon network has been laid down. The result clearly
benefits from the diversity of action patterns, and creates a realistic scenario.
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5.5 Conclusions and discussion
In this work we apply ALife techniques to behavioral animation, defining a novel
methodology for the automatic generation of creative behaviors. The three different
case-studies described demonstrate the potential of this strategy, showing how evolved
virtual organisms that present emerging novel behaviors can be employed for the auto-
matic animation of some characters’ actions in a variety of contexts.
The results presented in this work implied the design of an animation workflow to
automate the integration process of an evolved bebot into an animation. The scientific
programming language MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.) was used for the evolution of
bebots, while Blender (The Blender Foundation) was used for character animation. Fig.
5.17 illustrates the implemented workflow to produce an animation sequence. After an
animation has been set up in Blender and an evolution has been completed in MATLAB,
the embodiment of the bebot in the character is specified and a Python script, running
in Blender, invokes MATLAB to obtain the bebot movement sequence, integrating it
into the animated object through the output mapping. The integration process is a
computational inexpensive process, with a speed in the order of some hundreds of frames
per second in the examples showed, running in a 2.4 GHz Core2 Quad. Concerning the
computer complexity of the experiments, evolving complex morphologies and behaviors
typically will demand a considerable computer load. Evolving morphology and behavior
in a quasi-realistic virtual world involves costly evaluation functions, which add up to
the developmental process of implicitly-coded individuals. Completion of one evolution
trial (i.e., obtaining one evolved bebot that solves a motion task) meant times between
1 and 3 hours, running on a computer cluster of 48 CPUs (2 GHz) with MATLAB,
for the examples considered here. This suggests that methodologies for behavioral
animation that involves evolutionary processes should be embedded in the animation
process in an off-line fashion.
As a consequence of this, in the same way as the animation industry invests in
complex software developments and state-of-the-art hardware tools, the studios will
create, cast, and train their own artificial actors in physically simulated worlds. These
actors’ skills will range from the simplicity of flapping wings, to complex routines
involving humanoid morphologies, and will be available when a particular character
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has to be animated. Bebots (as described here) are but a candidate abstraction to
represent (and store) such libraries of behaviors.
Automating motion planning is the most interesting application of the proposed
setup, but it can also be used in rapid prototyping of sequences, and as a brainstorming
tool, to bombard designers and animators with alternative ways of solving a concrete
behavioral animation problem. This approach has now been accepted in design tasks,
yielding to a rich variety of computational creativity applications [180, 112, 23].
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Figure 5.17: Diagram of the implemented workflow. The environment properties
that constrain the behavior to animate are specified in MATLAB, where the genetic
algorithm evolves a bebot using a computer cluster. Then, the scenario proper-
ties, such as the specific path to follow, are defined in MATLAB, which generates
the particular motion of the evolved bebot. Finally, a Python script transfers to
Blender the bebot movement for the character, which is already included in a scene
ready to be rendered in the computer cluster.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
The aim of this thesis has been to investigate the role, implications, and applications
of a genetic-regulated developmental process in evolution. The approach employed in
this research is based in well formalized theoretic models of development integrated in
evolutionary computation algorithms. The results presented are truly interdisciplinary,
representing novel contributions to the fields of formal languages, evolutionary compu-
tation, evolutionary biology, engineering design optimization, and computer animation.
The first chapter provided an introduction to the motivation of this thesis and
the main objectives to fulfill. The recently perceived importance of development in
evolution was presented, both in the fields of evolutionary biology and evolutionary
computation. Also, the parallelism in this matter in both fields was explained, high-
lighting the similar problematic point of view of the genome as a blueprint. In the same
way, the new fields of evolutionary developmental biology and artificial development
were presented and compared, stressing the key role of development in evolution. It
is concluded that an interdisciplinary research in the interface of both disciplines, the
approach taken in this thesis, can benefit both biology and computer science. Addi-
tionally, a brief introduction to computational creativity was presented. Inspired by
the unimaginable diverse biological designs emerged by natural evolution, evolutionary
algorithms are an important technique for creative processes.
Chapter 2 described and studied the theoretical foundations of the computational
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models presented in the thesis. Framed in the discipline of formal languages, the novel
formalism of string-regulated graph grammars is presented. The formalism abstracts
the process of development regulated by a genome. More precisely, a regulatory string
represents the genome sequence and the graph grammar represents the development
actions of an organism. In this sense, an organism is abstracted by a graph, where each
edge represents a cell in the organism. The grammar rules represent the developmental
actions that a cell can perform during development, such as divisions (mitosis). In
this way, a developmental process is abstracted by a grammar derivation, where the
axiom (the zygote) is derived by the application of a set of productions over the edges
(cellular developmental actions) regulated by a string (the genome). A string-regulated
graph grammar includes in its definition a set of label symbols, a set of productions,
and a set of possible string labels which defines a graph language. It is demonstrated
that the formalism of string-regulated graph grammars can generate more powerful
languages that the classical context-free graph grammars. Furthermore, it is shown that
varying the type of mapping function and set of string labels in the string-regulated
graph grammars, different families of languages, due to different generative power, are
generated. A hierarchy of string-regulated graph grammars according to its generative
power is proved.
Chapter 3 presented the first evolutionary developmental model based in the inte-
gration of the formalism of string-regulated graph grammars studied in Chapter 2 in
a genetic algorithm. The novel model was tested in the well-known problem of form-
finding. More precisely, the model was applied to the problem of tensegrity structures
discovery to optimize a complex engineering problem. In order to compare the benefits
of the use of a developmental process in the genotype-phenotype mapping, a classi-
cal direct encoding method was also implemented and applied to the same problem.
The results show that the algorithm based on a direct encoding produces designs with-
out any patterning, regularity or modularity. On the contrary, the proposed indirect
encoding scheme based on a developmental process produces structures with clearly
qualitative biological properties. Indeed, the proposed model facilitates the emergence
of such biological properties, like regularity, organicity, generalization, local tensegri-
ties, and manufacturability; properties that are highly valuable in engineering in the
class of form-finding problems.
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Chapter 4 introduced the second evolutionary developmental model to perform a
study of the origins of novelty and diversity. The model, also based in the formalism
of regulated graph grammars presented in Chapter 2, utilizes a more complex regula-
tory mechanism, which represents a closer abstraction of biological genetic regulation.
More precisely, an Artificial Genome that encodes a Boolean network regulates the
productions of the graph grammar that develops locomotive multicellular organisms.
Organisms develop form and function simultaneously, resulting in a phenotype that
integrates seamless morphology and control. In order to test the capacity to generate
novelty and diversity, the model evolved organisms that succeed in following a path. We
show that, despite the simplicity and invariability of the structural genes (represented
as the rules of the graph grammar), the evolution of gene regulation yields a variety of
novel body plans, including symmetries, body segments, and modularity, that gener-
ates a diversity of path-following behaviors. From the results, it is concluded that the
sole variation in the regulation of gene expression is a sufficient condition for the evo-
lutionary emergence of novelty and diversity, which corroborates the latest biological
hypotheses.
Chapter 5 applied the evolutionary developmental models presented in Chapters 3
and 4 in a novel methodology for the automatic animation of characters for computer
graphics. As we have demonstrated, the models presented in this thesis are especially
suitable for applications where biological properties, a great amount of novelty, and
a high grade of diversity in the solutions are needed. Indeed, the animation of a
character is a task needed of all these characteristics. As a result, we presented a
novel methodology for the automatic generation of novel behaviors for the automatic
animation of characters. Virtual actors are evolved that solve a specified task that
suits in an animation scene. Then, the virtual actors are embedded into the animation
characters, transferring their innovative behaviors to them. We presented three different
case-studies that demonstrated the potential of this strategy.
6.2 Conclusions
The aim of this work was concerned with getting further insight into the role of genetic-
regulated development in evolution, from the point of view of both biology and com-
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puter science. Furthermore, the novel computational models used in this study are of
relevance for the classical form-finding problems and for the new defined problems of
behavior-finding. This section will review the conclusions derived from the findings
presented in this thesis.
The formalism of graph grammars is a good abstraction of the process of develop-
ment, allowing studies from the point of view of formal languages. Furthermore, the
addition of a mechanism to regulate the productions of the graph grammar permits to
increase its generative power. More precisely, the novel formalism of string-regulated
graph grammars can generate more powerful languages that the classical context-free
graph grammars. Besides, a hierarchy of string-regulated graph grammars is defined
according to the type of mapping function and set of string labels.
A genetic algorithm with an indirect encoding based on the formalism of string-
regulated graph grammars facilitates the emergence of qualitative biological properties
in the solutions, compared with the traditional direct encoding. While a genetic al-
gorithm based on direct encoding produces structures with irregular shapeless organi-
zation and lack of modularity, the proposed algorithm based on artificial development
produces structures with regularities, organicity, and modularity.
The problem of form-finding in general, and the discovery of tensegrity structures
that optimize a complex engineering problem in particular, can benefit from the use
of genetic algorithms with artificial development. The inherent characteristics that
such model provides, including regularity, organicity, generalization, local independent
tensegrities, and easy manufacturability, are highly valuable in engineering designs.
The sole variation in the regulation of gene expression is a sufficient condition for
the emergence of novelty and diversity. Using a developmental model with a simple and
fixed set of structural genes, implemented as rules in a regulated graph grammar, it
was shown how the evolution of the regulation of gene expression originated a diversity
of body plans, which presented a rich and complex variety of behaviors.
The new class of problems that we have named behavior-finding was presented.
Behavior-finding problems search for solutions whose behavior verifies a set of restric-
tions. Evolutionary developmental models, as those presented in this thesis, are espe-
cially suited for this new class of problems.
ALife techniques have been demonstrated to be useful for applications that de-
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mands artistic creativity, in particular automatic behavioral animation. The models
presented in this thesis can be applied to evolve virtual actors that present emerging
novel behaviors, which can be employed for the automatic animation of characters’ ac-
tions. Furthermore, complex behaviors can be obtained by the sequential combination
of different virtual actors into a single character. Also, the animation of crowds can be
solved with the presented methodology, obtaining realistic crowds with a heterogeneous
diversity of action patterns.
6.3 Future work
Given the interdisciplinary nature of the work presented in this thesis, there are several
different directions in which this research could be carried forward. The following
sections present short descriptions of possible subjects for future research in various
fields of science.
6.3.1 Formal languages
In the field of formal languages, further research is worth regarding the power of string-
regulated graph grammars. In this thesis, we have proved a hierarchy of language
families generated by different types of string-regulated graph grammars; additionally,
we have proved that the set of languages generated by the most powerful type of string-
regulated graph grammar is a proper superset of the languages generated by traditional
context-free graph grammars. However, it is open for research the relationship in power
of both the simple regular and general regular string-regulated graph grammars with
the traditional context-free graph grammars. An investigation towards this goal may
characterize better the role of the different types of regulation.
Other interesting research lines would be the formal study of graph-grammars reg-
ulated by formalisms different from strings and closer to biological genetic regulation.
For example, the model of graph-grammars regulated by Boolean networks, presented
in Chapter 4, is a good candidate for a formal study.
This work proved that string-regulated graph grammars cannot generate all possible
graph languages, such as the language containing all complete graphs. In consequence,
an interesting approach would be to identify other extensions to context-free graph
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grammars which can generate more powerful languages.
6.3.2 Evolutionary computation and engineering applications
The developmental model for locomotive organisms presented in Chapter 4 includes
explicit discrete cell types for both displacement and sensing. An interesting topic of
research would be to design a developmental model where all cells are functionally equal,
but parameterized by a single regulated variable. In this way, the model is simplified,
being the exact differentiated cell types shaped by evolution itself. Additionally, such
model may gain further insight into why only a relative small set of cell types, instead
of a continuum of types, are present in animal bodies.
Another approach to obtain a simpler model would be to modify the physics simula-
tor to allow friction between edges and medium, instead of the current implementation
of friction between nodes and medium. In this way, the motor cell type would be unnec-
essary, and the organisms would displace by the periodical contraction of some edges.
This model would be a closer abstraction of the locomotion of biological organisms in
fluids. For even an enhanced similarity with biology, the friction would affect only the
most external edges, as if skin were covering the organism, isolating its interior from
the medium. In such a model, organisms with appendages for locomotion may evolve.
The structures evolved in Chapter 3 contained in the order of some tens of edges;
despite of this simplicity, they started to show internal cell organization in the form
of proto-organs. Simulations of structures with hundreds or even thousands edges,
at a higher computational cost, may enable the emergence of substructures with a
complexity comparable to a biological organ. Additionally, it may be necessary to
define complex problems where the emergence of such organs represents an evolutionary
advantage. Studying which problems are benefited from the emergence of organs is an
interesting topic for future research.
The developmental models presented in this work can be extended to include the
process of cell signaling, by which cell actions are coordinated. The inclusion of an
intracellular signaling network may improve the evolvability and efficiency of the model
and enable the evolution of more complex designs. The model presented in Chapter
4 may be extended to abstract cell signaling by adding nodes in the Boolean network
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which state are influenced by nodes of others Boolean networks from neighbor cells.
Such signaling nodes may allow the evolution of the so called morphogen gradients,
which are believed to have a great responsibility in the organization of body patterns.
In this thesis, we have tested the models with simple problems of form- and behav-
ior finding to study their performance. However, the models are perfectly applicable
to real-world applications involving structural designs, such those abundant in the tra-
ditional fields of mechanical engineering, civil engineering, and architecture; and for
robotics, for the design of locomotive robots with optimal behavior. Additionally, the
fields of biological engineering and synthetic biology may also benefit from the algo-
rithms presented in this thesis; thanks to recent outstanding advances, it is already
possible to design and construct arbitrary biomolecules. The application of the pre-
sented models for the automatic design of custom-made drugs may be a very successful
area of application.
6.3.3 Computational biology
Some authors defend the idea that gene and genome duplication events are one of the
major mechanisms by which the genetic raw material is provided for increasing com-
plexity during evolution [115]. The model presented in Chapter 3 may be employed to
gain further insight into the role of gene duplications in the evolution of novelties. The
study of the occurrence and relevance of duplication mutations in a number of evolu-
tionary simulations with different set of operators may give hints on the evolutionary
significance of genetic duplication.
There is evidence that many biological networks, including genetic regulatory net-
works, share the common property that the distribution of connections follows a power
law [186]. Networks with this property are known as scale-free networks, which are also
present in non-biological systems such as the internet [85]. Despite the widespread of
this type of networks in biological systems, it is not known yet its evolutionary origin.
The model presented in Chapter 4, which includes an abstraction of a genetic regula-
tory network, may be used to gain further insight in the origins of scale-free networks in
evolutionary systems. By tracking the connectivity of the regulatory network through
evolution, new hints of the cause of this emergent property may be discovered.
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Finally, a very ambitious goal is related to the words of Nobel laureate Sydney
Brenner, who declared in 1982 [102] that given the complete DNA sequence of an
organism and a large enough computer it would be soon be possible to compute the
organism. We are still far from that, but computational developmental models, like
those presented in this thesis, represent a good path to achieve such goal. The presented
models can be extended to become closer abstractions to biological development. In this
sense, it is worth investigating the addition of the mentioned cellular signaling, but also
metabolisms abstractions, energy processing, cell migration, or apoptosis processes.
6.3.4 Computer animation and other creative applications
The case studies presented in Chapter 5 are only illustrative examples of how to im-
port ALife results into the field of computer animation. Some work should be done to
provide animators with adequate interfaces and tools that can be integrated in a pro-
duction environment. The described technology is then ready to be transferred to the
animation and game industry and will contribute with original behaviors, accelerating
the workflow, and reducing overall production costs.
At the level of the interaction with the environment, a collection of sensory methods
is to be designed and tested, reporting on the performance of particular input mappings.
Also, a general test-bed is needed to determine the robustness of the obtained behaviors
(i.e., its capacity to generalize in unknown environments), since this aspect affects the
reproducibility of the behavior in a collection of animation tasks. An effort is needed
particularly in the standardization of some of the main concepts in this methodology,
in order to allow the exchange of bebots in the animation community.
The potential application of the presented animation methodology in other phases
of the animation pipeline, like rigging, is another interesting line of work. Rigs could
be generated automatically for characters that do not fit with well-established models
(like vertebrate animals), and user interfaces could be designed to allow the interaction
with the animator.
Finally, other applications with creative components may also benefit from the
characteristic emergent novelty and diversity of the proposed algorithms in this thesis.
Adapting the developmental processes of the models to produce artistic outputs such
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as music compositions, paintings, sculptures, or multimedia art may represent strong
contributions to the field.

Appendix A
Implementation details
This appendix presents a summary of the implementation details of the hardware and
software employed in this thesis. Section 7.1 presents the main aspects of the design
of the computer cluster built for obtaining the results showed in this thesis. Sec-
tion 7.2 briefly describes the implementation of the evolutionary developmental models
and physical simulator presented in the previous chapters. Finally, Section 7.3 ends
this chapter presenting the software employed for both the creation of the graphics
that illustrate the results obtained by the evolutionary models and for the presented
methodology for the automatic animation of characters for computer graphics.
A.1 Computer cluster
Due to the high computational cost required to run the evolutionary algorithms, phys-
ical simulations, and graphics renderings presented in this thesis, a homemade Beowulf
computer cluster was designed, built, and configured. The general approach adopted in
its design was to maximize the computational performance with the available budget.
The cluster was composed of a master node and 12 slave nodes in a naked rack,
as shown in Fig. A.1. The master node was the network entry point to the cluster,
operating also as a firewall. The master node had 2 Opteron Quad-Core (Advanced
Micro Devices, Inc.) processors, adding a total of 8 CPUs, 8GB of memory, and a
terabyte hard drive as the main store unit in the cluster. On the other hand, each slave
node had 2 Opteron Dual-Core processors (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.), adding a
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total of 4 CPUs, 4GB of memory, and a small hard drive to store the operating system.
In total, the resources of the cluster were of 56 CPUs and 56 GB of memory.
Two different networks connected the nodes of the cluster: a data network for the
user processes and an administration network for shell and monitoring use. The data
network consisted in 2 separated Gigabit Ethernet networks configured as a channel
bonding on the nodes. The administration network consisted in a Fast Ethernet net-
work. Additionally, the master node had an additional link to the exterior.
The operating system running all nodes was the Debian GNU/Linux (The Debian
Project). The TORQUE Resource Manager (Cluster Resources, Inc.), based on the
Portable Batch System (PBS), and the Maui Cluster Scheduler were installed to per-
form job scheduling. In this way, it was possible to balance the load of the cluster
and run several processes in parallel from the master node. Additionally, MATLAB
(The MathWorks, Inc.) was available in the cluster. In order to support the MATLAB
Parallel Computing Toolbox (The MathWorks, Inc.), which enable the use of the re-
sources of the cluster from MATLAB programs, it was installed and configured to run
with TORQUE the MATLAB Distributed Computing Server (The MathWorks, Inc.).
Regarding graphic renderings, Blender (The Blender Foundation) was installed in the
cluster to perform parallel renderings. A script was programmed to easily distribute
the rendering of a scene with TORQUE and encode the resulting frames in a movie
file. Finally, the main store system running in the master node was shared with the
slave nodes by the IBM Journaled File System (IBM et al.).
A.2 Evolutionary developmental models and simulation
The genetic algorithms, the developmental models, and the physical simulator were all
implemented in MATLAB and computed in the cluster.
The implementation of the genetic algorithms made use of the master-slave design
of the cluster. The algorithm, except the evaluation of the individuals, was designed to
run in the master node, since the computational cost of the reproduction, mutations,
and selection was negligible. On the other hand, the evaluation of the individuals,
which includes the development from the genome and the physical simulation, was
distributed through independent jobs that were run in parallel in the slave nodes. In
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Figure A.1: Homemade computer cluster built for running the evolutionary algo-
rithms, physical simulations, and graphic renderings for this thesis.
this way, a cycle to compute a new generation in the evolutionary algorithm consisted
in (1) the reproduction and mutation of the current population in the master node and
(2) the calculation in parallel of the fitness of the new individuals in the slave nodes.
The fitness of an individual (a spring network encoded as a graph) is calculated
in the slave nodes in a two-step process. First, the phenotype is calculated from the
genome trough the corresponding developmental process. Then, the phenotype is phys-
ically simulated in the environment. The simulator computes the position and speed of
the spring-network nodes of the individual for every time step of the simulation. Finally,
the fitness is calculated according to the behavior of the individual in the simulation
and returned to the master node. The necessary network bandwidth, usually a bottle
neck in a cluster system, is minimized by sending to the slave nodes only the genome
of the individuals (compressed) and returning to the master node just the fitness value,
a float number.
The implemented physical simulator for the spring networks based on a mass spring
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damper model consisted in a 4th-order Runge-Kutta explicit numerical integrator to
approximate the solutions for the equations of motion and deformation of the elements.
The integrator was called in a loop for every time step in the simulation. Providing the
current state of the spring-network nodes (position and speed), the simulator computed
their state for the next time step according to the spring-network configuration and
parameters of the environment.
A.3 Graphics rendering
A professional 3D graphics application was employed to both illustrate the results ob-
tained by the evolutionary models (Chapters 3 and 4) and as a part of the presented
methodology for the automatic animation of characters for computer graphics (Chapter
5). In both cases, the application choose was Blender due to its versatility and function-
ality in the diverse set of needed tasks, such as modeling, texturing, rigging, animating,
rendering, compositing, video editing, and embedded scripting for the communication
with MATLAB.
The communication with MATLAB was necessary in order to import the physically
simulated individuals into Blender. A script in Python was programmed to extend
Blender with a new interface, where a user could choose to simulate and import a
specific individual or to import a previously simulated scene containing one or more
individuals. A simulated individual in MATLAB was encoded as a graph along with its
dynamic properties, such as nodes position or edge types for each time step. In order
to import an individual, the Python script created a 3D object, such as an ellipsoid or
a cylinder, in the Blender scene for each edge in the individual’s graph. For each time
step of the edge simulation, the script set a key frame for the location and rotation
of the corresponding object. Additionally, the edge type determined the specific pre-
defined texture in the Blender object. Once the import was finished, the other elements
in the scene, such as the ground, lights or camera, can be set up, ending with a scene
ready for rendering in the cluster.
In the case of the methodology for the automatic animation of characters, a bebot,
also defined in MATLAB as a graph along with its dynamic properties, is imported into
a pre-defined Blender scene with a similar Python script. In this case, however, the
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Figure A.2: Screenshot of the Blender interface to adjust a mapping of a bebot to
the rig of a bird character.
objects created by the script are not intended to be rendered, but to be used to animate
an existing character in the scene. In order to do so, a mapping is defined between
properties of the bebot’s objects created by the script, such as location or rotation,
and the same properties of the rig or elements of the character. Such mapping is
implemented in Blender through the use of constraints in the character from the objects
corresponding to the bebot, as shown in Fig. A.2. In this way, the mapping can be
easily set up through the Blender interface, or, alternatively, a script can be used to
randomize the mapping, which can produce surprising results.
Finally, the rendering in the cluster was made by a shell script that queue every
frame of the scene as jobs in TORQUE, which distributed them among the resources
of the cluster. After all the frames were rendered, the same script encoded them into
a video file, which was ready then for visualization. In addition, the video file can
be further edited in Blender again, to integrate with other video files or add effects,
transitions, or titles.
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B.1 Resumen
¿Cómo ha emergido evolutivamente la asombrosa diversidad de formas y comportamien-
tos que habitan nuestro planeta? Esta pregunta fundamental en el campo de la evolu-
ción no ha podido ser respondida satisfactoriamente todavía y permanece siendo un
fascinante y desafiante campo de investigación. La ciencia que estudia la evolución es
un área de investigación notablemente fructífera tanto en biología como en informática.
Este éxito viene del hecho que los principios subyacentes en los procesos evolutivos son
de naturaleza algorítmica, lo cual ha facilitado la colaboración entre los dos campos.
Por un lado, diversos métodos computacionales han sido aplicados para mejorar nues-
tra comprensión de los seres vivos en todas las escalas, incluyendo su emergencia y
evolución. Por el otro lado, la informática ha adoptado los principios darwinianos de
evolución por selección natural para implementar técnicas de optimización heurísticas
llamadas en su conjunto algoritmos evolutivos. Claramente, existe una interfaz común
entre biología e informática en este sentido, cuyos resultados son beneficiosos en ambas
direcciones. Alineada con esta fructífera colaboración entre biología e informática, esta
tesis explora el rol, implicaciones y aplicaciones de un proceso de desarrollo evolutivo
tanto desde el punto de vista de la biología evolutiva como de la computación evolutiva.
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B.1.1 Biología evolutiva del desarrollo
La gran variedad de tamaños, formas, organización, patrones y comportamientos pre-
sente en los seres vivos plantea profundas cuestiones sobre sus orígenes evolutivos
[25, 120]. La síntesis evolutiva moderna [83], la cual integra la genética mendeliana[114]
con la selección natural darwiniana [39], es todavía, en gran medida, el paradigma ac-
tual de la biología evolutiva [111]. Sin embargo, el marco de la síntesis moderna conlleva
dificultades para explicar los orígenes de esta multitud de formas y comportamientos
animales en términos mecanicistas. Esta deficiencia está causada principalmente por
la omisión del proceso de desarrollo [122], en el que una sola célula (el cigoto) da lugar
a un complejo organismo con miles de millones de células.
El proceso de desarrollo está orquestado por un genoma, la secuencia completa de
ADN de un organismo heredada de sus antepasados y copiada casi idéntica en cada
célula. Sin embargo, la idea familiar de que un genoma es un plano preciso (una
descripción directa) del organismo completo es totalmente engañosa [8]; no existe una
correspondencia directa entre plano y producto en el caso del genoma y el organismo que
codifica, en ninguna de las direcciones [110]. El desarrollo embrionario consiste en una
serie de divisiones celulares simultáneas, un proceso en el que una célula progenitora
es reemplazada por dos o más células hijas. Un aspecto importante del desarrollo
biológico es su regulación por el genoma; de hecho, el desarrollo embrionario está siendo
considerado progresivamente como un proceso orquestado por la expresión selectiva de
los genes [25]. Claramente, la diversidad morfológica de los seres vivos se corresponde
con una diversidad en procesos de desarrollo. Por lo tanto, ya que el desarrollo resulta de
la regulación genética, se deduce que la evolución de la diversidad debe estar altamente
relacionada con la evolución de la regulación genética.
Como resultado, el campo de la biología evolutiva del desarrollo (también llamada
evo-devo) ha surgido por el aumento de la importancia del desarrollo en la evolución.
La escuela de evo-devo ha revelado dos procesos principales como responsables de la
gran diversidad de formas y comportamientos animales: evolución desde ancestros y
desarrollo desde el cigoto [26]. Estos dos procesos están íntimamente conectados, ya
que el desarrollo de un individuo está regulado por la expresión de sus genes, siendo
la variación, herencia y selección de dichos genes a lo largo de generaciones la base
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de la evolución. Ciertamente, el proceso de desarrollo parece ser un componente clave
en la evolución de la diversidad [17], ya que los cambios evolutivos en el genoma de
los organismos producen cambios en sus procesos de desarrollo, los cuales, en último
término, causan cambios en sus formas y la generación de características novedosas.
Efectivamente, recientes hipótesis biológicas sugieren que las fuentes de innovación
podrían estar relacionadas con la complejidad progresiva en la regulación de la expre-
sión génica [101]. Además, se ha sugerido que los cambios evolutivos en la morfología
básica de los organismos son debidos a cambios en la arquitectura de los programas
de regulación del desarrollo [43], sugiriendo que la diversidad puede ser explicada por
la variación en la regulación de la expresión génica y no por la variación en los genes
estructurales [76, 44].
Sin embargo, debido a las limitaciones para experimentar con procesos evolutivos
biológicos, todavía no ha podido ser demostrado que el motivo por el cual emergen
evolutivamente la diversidad y las morfologías innovadoras durante el desarrollo es en
realidad por la variación de la regulación genética, en vez de la variación en los genes
estructurales.
Recientemente, se ha venido señalando que las nuevas generaciones de biólogos
necesitarán usar regularmente modelos matemáticos y computacionales para describir
hipótesis, diseñar experimentos, y analizar resultados [144]. Esta tesis está suscrita
a este enfoque para obtener una mayor comprensión de los orígenes de la gran diver-
sidad de formas y comportamientos. Se han presentado y estudiado varios modelos
computacionales novedosos para investigar el rol que el desarrollo tiene en la evolución,
mostrando las propiedades biológicas que dichos modelos de desarrollo proporcionan.
Además, se ha investigado si efectivamente la sola variación en la regulación de la ex-
presión génica es una condición suficiente para la emergencia evolutiva de la innovación
y la diversidad.
B.1.2 Algoritmos evolutivos
La evolución de las formas vivas ha sido la fuente de inspiración para una serie de
métodos de búsqueda y optimización estocástica llamados algoritmos evolutivos y es-
tudiados en el campo de la computación evolutiva [48]. Los mecanismos evolutivos son
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apropiados para una variedad de problemas en muchos campos, especialmente prob-
lemas computacionales que requieran una búsqueda en un gran número de posibles
soluciones [119].
Un algoritmo evolutivo opera básicamente mediante la repetición sucesiva de ciclos
de evaluación, selección, y reproducción con variación de una población de soluciones
candidatas para un problema definido. El primer paso en el algoritmo es generar un
número de soluciones candidatas aleatorias, las cuales constituyen los individuos de
la población inicial. El problema a resolver es definido como una función de bon-
dad, la cual evalúa un individuo cuantitativamente, midiendo su calidad (su bondad)
como solución al problema. La selección actúa en la población eliminando probabilísti-
camente los individuos con peor bondad. Finalmente, la reproducción produce nuevas
soluciones candidatas variando aleatoriamente los individuos de la población actual. La
repetición iterativa de evaluación, selección y reproducción evoluciona los individuos
de la población promocionando las mejores soluciones candidatas. Mediante las suce-
sivas variaciones aleatorias de las soluciones candidatas que son buenas hasta ahora,
el algoritmo evolutivo es capaz de sesgar la exploración del espacio de soluciones, con
respecto a la búsqueda aleatoria, para invertir mayor tiempo en aquellas áreas que son
más prometedoras [185].
Entre las distintas versiones de algoritmos evolutivos, el algoritmo genético [75]
es el que mejor abstrae la evolución biológica, ya que es el único que distingue entre
genotipo y fenotipo. El genotipo es la codificación del individuo en donde los operadores
de variación actúan, mientras que el fenotipo es la traducción de dicha codificación a
la solución que es evaluada. La implementación de esta función conversora, incluyendo
el esquema de codificación del genotipo, es un aspecto muy importante en la imple-
mentación de un algoritmo genético [92]. Tradicionalmente, los algoritmos genéticos
han usado métodos de codificación directa, en donde los individuos están representados
mediante una fila de datos explícitamente vinculados a sus propiedades. Sin embargo,
se ha puesto en evidencia como la codificación directa es inefectiva en problemas com-
plejos, debido a limitaciones en escalabilidad, adaptabilidad y evolucionabilidad [81].
Como se ha expuesto anteriormente, la asombrosa diversidad de formas y com-
portamientos ha emergido en la naturaleza mediante la evolución desde ancestros y el
desarrollo embrionario. Un algoritmo genético clásico abstrae solo la evolución desde
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ancestros, ya que la tradicional codificación directa considera el genoma como un plano
(una descripción directa) del individuo, omitiendo un verdadero proceso de desarrollo.
En consecuencia, inspirado por el nuevo campo de la biología evolutiva del desarrollo,
la nueva disciplina del desarrollo artificial ha emergido mimetizando los mecanismos de
desarrollo embrionario e incorporándolos al algoritmo genético tradicional. La incorpo-
ración de dichos mecanismos, tales como expresión génica, morfogénesis y diferenciación
celular, permite evolucionar fenotipos con una alta complejidad estructural, asemeján-
dose a la complejidad de los organismos multicelulares [164].
Enmarcada en la nueva disciplina del desarrollo artificial, esta tesis presenta un
modelo teórico basado en lenguajes formales e inspirado por la regulación genética del
desarrollo embrionario. El modelo está basado en un novedoso formalismo, las gramáti-
cas de grafos reguladas, el cual define una jerarquía de lenguajes de grafos. Además,
este modelo formal de desarrollo ha sido integrado en un algoritmo evolutivo, resul-
tando en un método novedoso y efectivo para la codificación indirecta de estructuras.
Los resultados demuestran como las propiedades cualitativas presentes en los organ-
ismos biológicos, tales como regularidad, organicidad, modularidad y generalización,
emergen como resultado de los mecanismos de desarrollo introducidos en el algoritmo
genético. Es más, tales propiedades biológicas son altamente valiosas en un contexto
de ingeniería.
B.1.3 Creatividad computacional
¿Pueden los programas de ordenador generar genuinamente productos creativos? Esta
cuestión ha despertado un creciente interés en las últimas décadas [143]. A pesar de la
dificultad para definir con precisión qué es algo creativo, se han propuesto diversos mod-
elos computacionales para resolver tareas con un claro componente creativo, incluyendo
composiciones musicales [118, 36], conceptos matemáticos innovadores [100, 35, 155],
historias [113, 176], chistes [11, 167], poemas [63], pinturas representacionales [14], re-
tratos abstractos [53], vídeo arte [28] y diseños de ingeniería creativos [133].
En el campo de la Inteligencia Artificial, se han propuesto tres técnicas principales
para diseñar modelos computacionales que generen productos creativos: sistemas basa-
dos en conocimiento, gramáticas y algoritmos de búsqueda [10]. Dentro de los métodos
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de búsqueda se encuentran incluidos los algoritmos evolutivos, presentados en la sec-
ción anterior. Ciertamente, la evolución natural es un gran ejemplo de un inmenso
proceso creativo: durante un vasto periodo de tiempo, la evolución natural ha permi-
tido la emergencia de un número inimaginable de diseños biológicos [13]. Inspirado por
este logro tan fructífero, los algoritmos evolutivos han sido empleados ampliamente en
procesos creativos, incluyendo objetos estéticos, música, diseños de ingeniería, diseños
arquitectónicos y arte [38].
Los modelos evolutivos presentados en esta tesis siguen esta inspiración de la evolu-
ción natural, e incorporando un proceso de desarrollo como un componente clave para
la evolución de diseños estructurales y comportamientos innovadores. Uno de los prin-
cipales beneficios de incorporar un proceso de desarrollo en los modelos es la capacidad
de emergencia de innovación y diversidad en las soluciones. Claramente, dicha inno-
vación y diversidad redunda en la potencia creativa de los algoritmos propuestos. Como
aplicación, los modelos presentados han sido incorporados en una metodología nove-
dosa para la animación automática de comportamientos en el campo de los gráficos por
ordenador, una tarea que demanda tanto habilidad técnica como creatividad artística.
B.1.4 Un modelo formal de desarrollo
El capítulo 2 describe y estudia los fundamentos teóricos de los modelos computaciones
presentados en esta tesis. Enmarcado en la disciplina de los lenguajes formales, se pro-
pone el formalismo de las gramáticas de grafos reguladas por cadenas. Este formalismo
abstrae el proceso de desarrollo regulado por un genoma. En particular, una cadena
de símbolos representa la secuencia que forma el genoma, mientras que la gramática
de grafos abstrae las acciones que se producen durante el proceso de desarrollo de un
organismo. En este sentido, un organismo es representado por un grafo, de modo que
cada arista representa una célula en el organismo y cada nodo representa la conectivi-
dad entre las células. Las reglas de la gramática representan las acciones que una célula
puede efectuar durante el desarrollo, tales como divisiones (mitosis). De esta manera,
un proceso de desarrollo corresponde con una derivación gramatical, donde el axioma
(zigoto) es derivado mediante la aplicación de un conjunto de producciones sobre las
aristas (las acciones de las células durante el desarrollo) reguladas por una cadena (el
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genoma).
La regulación de la derivación gramatical mediante una cadena de símbolos está
inspirada en la división celular biológica. De la misma manera que el genoma de un
organismo se propaga a través de sus células durante su desarrollo (y también durante
el gran número de divisiones que se producirán a lo largo de su vida), en el modelo
propuesto la cadena reguladora es propagada a través de las aristas del grafo en cada
paso de reescritura. Aunque el material genético original almacenado en el zigoto
es copiado (además de algunas pequeñas mutaciones) en cada célula del organismo,
ocasionalmente, las células hijas ganan información reguladora adicional durante el
desarrollo. Este proceso, responsable de la diferenciación celular, es conocido como
división celular asimétrica [71]. El modelo propuesto está alineado con la división
simétrica intrínseca, una variante de la división asimétrica en donde la diferenciación es
determinada cuando la célula se divide, siendo independiente de interacciones celulares.
Este proceso ha sido modelado en las reglas que producen dos aristas a partir de una
sola mediante la división de la cadena reguladora en dos subcadenas disjuntas, que son
pasadas a las células hijas como su material genético. Este proceso es similar al bloqueo
genético y la expresión genética diferencial que ocurre en la división asimétrica, dando
lugar a una mayor heterogeneidad de la lectura de los programas genéticos y por lo
tanto un incremento en la potencia de expresión.
El estudio realizado de la capacidad generativa de las gramáticas de grafos regu-
ladas por cadenas demuestra que pueden generar lenguajes superiores que las clásicas
gramáticas de grafos libre de contexto. Además, se demuestra que variando el tipo de
función de mapeo o tipo de conjunto de cadenas posibles se generan diferentes familias
de lenguajes. Como resultado, se define una jerarquía de gramáticas de grafos reguladas
por cadenas de acuerdo a su capacidad generativa.
B.1.5 Propiedades emergentes en el desarrollo evolutivo
El capítulo 3 presenta el primer modelo de desarrollo evolutivo. El modelo se basa en
la integración del formalismo de las gramáticas de grafos reguladas por cadenas, pre-
sentado en el capítulo 2, con un algoritmo genético. La cadena reguladora representa el
genoma en donde se aplican los operadores de variación, mientras que una derivación
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de la gramática, regulada por la cadena, representa el proceso de desarrollo. De esta
forma, el genotipo (la cadena reguladora) es transformado en el fenotipo (el grafo resul-
tante, extendido con propiedades geométricas). El conjunto de reglas de la gramática
abstraen el conjunto de acciones celulares que se producen durante el desarrollo, como
por ejemplo la mitosis y los cambios del tamaño celular.
El modelo presentado ha sido probado en la búsqueda de estructuras de ingeniería
tridimensionales óptimas en un problema complejo. En concreto, se ha estudiado la
generación de estructuras tensegritales [22], caracterizadas por tener un conjunto de
elementos comprimidos (barras) conectados por un conjunto de elementos tensados
(cables). Este tipo de estructuras presentan integridad tensional [121], una propiedad
que ha sido descubierta en estructuras biológicas [84] y usada en multitud de aplica-
ciones de ingeniería [172]. Consecuentemente, existe un interés especial en métodos
automáticos para diseñar dichas estructuras tensegritales. Sin embargo, los métodos
existentes para la generación de tensegridades se basan en problemas sencillos, como
por ejemplo la maximización del volumen de la estructura [142]. Por el contrario, se
ha elegido un problema complejo para evaluar el método propuesto. En concreto, el
problema consiste en optimizar el diseño de estructuras tensegritales tridimensionales
que consigan aterrizar correctamente tras ser lanzadas desde una altura dada.
Para realizar la evaluación de la bondad de las estructuras, es decir, cómo de óptimas
resultan en el problema propuesto, se ha implementado un simulador físico, en donde
las aristas de los grafos han sido modeladas como muelles amortiguados, mientras que
los nodos son articulaciones de movimiento libre. La dinámica de las aristas está
determinada por la constante del muelle, la constante de amortiguamiento y su longitud
de reposo.
Con el objetivo de comparar los beneficios obtenidos por el uso de un proceso de
desarrollo, se ha implementado y aplicado al mismo problema un método clásico de
codificación directa propuesto en [130]. Los resultados muestran como ambas estrate-
gias de codificación consiguen obtener buenas soluciones para el problema definido.
La diferencia entre ambas consiste en la manera particular de búsqueda de soluciones,
derivada del espacio de búsqueda que cada codificación define. El método de codifi-
cación directa está basado en un genoma que define las posiciones exactas de cada nodo
en la estructura. Esta independencia en los nodos provoca la evolución de estructuras
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sin ninguna regularidad, patrones o modularidad. Por el contrario, el método prop-
uesto con codificación indirecta, basado en gramáticas de grafos reguladas, produce
estructuras con propiedades cualitativamente biológicas. Ciertamente, el método prop-
uesto facilita la emergencia de dichas propiedades biológicas, como son regularidad,
organicidad, generalización, tensegridades locales, y manufacturabilidad; propiedades
altamente valiosas en ingeniería.
B.1.6 El origen de la innovación y diversidad en el desarrollo evolutivo
El capítulo 4 estudia el origen de la innovación y diversidad mediante un modelo de
desarrollo evolutivo enfocado en la generación de comportamientos. Anteriormente,
se ha resaltado como las últimas hipótesis biológicas sugieren que una complejidad
progresiva durante la evolución en la regulación de la expresión genética podría ser la
clave en la emergencia de la innovación y diversidad [101]. Es más, la gran diversidad de
formas y comportamientos existentes en la naturaleza podría ser debido a la variación
en la regulación de la expresión génica, y no a la variación de genes estructurales
[76, 44]. Con el propósito de estudiar estas hipótesis, se propone un modelo de desarrollo
evolutivo en el que un conjunto básico y fijo de genes estructurales es regulado por un
conjunto variable de genes reguladores.
El modelo propuesto está basado en el formalismo de las gramáticas de grafos reg-
uladas presentadas en el capítulo 2, pero extendidas con un mecanismo regulador más
complejo y más cercano a la regulación genética biológica. En concreto, un genoma está
representado como una secuencia de dígitos de igual forma que un genoma artificial, el
cual codifica una red reguladora mediante el emparejamiento de patrones. La función
implementada mediante este genoma es equivalente a una red booleana, en donde los
genes de la secuencia corresponden a los nodos de la red. El hecho de usar un genoma
artificial, en vez de una red booleana directamente, permite el uso de mutaciones bioin-
spiradas, en vez de mutaciones a nivel de red. De esta manera, una mutación puede
desencadenar un abanico de cambios en la red genética subyacente, que finalmente es
proyectada en la morfología del individuo durante el desarrollo.
Al igual que en el capítulo anterior, los organismos están representados como grafos
geométricos, siendo las aristas una abstracción de las células y los nodos las uniones
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que mantienen las células conectadas. De igual forma, el proceso de desarrollo de un
individuo se corresponde con una derivación de la gramática, en donde una regla de ree-
scritura corresponde con una acción de desarrollo de una célula. El conjunto de reglas
elegido en el modelo consiste en cuatro reglas básicas, que corresponden con trans-
formaciones celulares realistas. Además, las aristas pueden diferenciarse en tres tipos
diferentes: aristas estructurales, motoras y sensoriales. De esta forma, la gramática
desarrolla organismos multicelulares locomotores, integrando transparentemente forma
(morfología) y función (controlador). Para estudiar la capacidad de generación de
innovación y diversidad, el modelo evoluciona organismos que consiguen recorrer satis-
factoriamente un camino predefinido.
Los resultados muestran como, a pesar de la simplicidad e invariabilidad de los
genes estructurales (representados por las reglas de la gramática de grafos), la evolu-
ción de la regulación genética produce una variedad de novedosos planes corporales,
incluyendo simetrías, segmentos y modularidad. Adicionalmente, además de la diversi-
dad de planes corporales, los organismos evolucionados presentan una gran diversidad
de comportamientos para recorrer un camino. Ciertamente, el problema de seguimiento
de caminos utilizado para probar el modelo no está relacionado con la clase tradicional
de problemas de búsqueda de formas, en la que la bondad de una solución es directa-
mente evaluada a partir de su forma. En cambio, el problema propuesto está relacionado
con una nueva clase de problemas, en donde se optimiza el comportamiento (behavior-
finding problems). La clase de problemas de búsqueda de comportamientos optimiza
soluciones cuyo comportamiento (como resultado de la interacción de su forma con
el entorno) cumple una serie de restricciones. Consecuentemente, la bondad de una
solución es evaluada a partir de cómo se comporta en un entorno concreto. El mod-
elo presentado es claramente adecuado para esta clase de problemas de búsqueda de
comportamientos, tal y como demuestran los resultados.
Los comportamientos resultantes son variados y complejos, explotando satisfacto-
riamente diferentes aspectos del modelo: sistemas sensoriales adaptados a la geometría
del problema, aspectos físicos del entorno, simetrías o configuraciones complejas de
las aristas. Esta evolución de comportamientos diversos es aún más extraordinaria si
tenemos en cuenta la simplicidad de los grafos resultantes (de 7 a 17 aristas). Estos
resultados teóricos respaldan las últimas hipótesis biológicas, sugiriendo que la sola
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variación de la regulación de la expresión génica es efectivamente una condición su-
ficiente para la emergencia evolutiva de la innovación y la diversidad. Mientras que
el modelo propuesto hace uso de un conjunto fijo y simple de genes reguladores que
disparan unas pocas acciones básicas de desarrollo, la evolución de la regulación de la
expresión génica ha originado una diversidad de planes corporales, los cuales consiguen
resolver un problema de seguimiento de caminos con una diversidad de comportamien-
tos. Esta notable diversidad de formas y estrategias de comportamiento está conectada
con la diversidad de formas y características encontradas en nuestro planeta, sugiriendo
que tal riqueza morfológica y de comportamientos no debería ser considerada como un
hecho sorprendente, sino más bien como una consecuencia inevitable de la variabilidad
de la regulación genética.
B.1.7 Desarrollo evolutivo de actores virtuales
Finalmente, el capítulo 5 aplica los modelos presentados en los capítulos anteriores
en el campo de la creatividad computacional. Como se ha demostrado, los modelos
presentados en esta tesis son especialmente apropiados para aplicaciones donde son
necesarias propiedades biológicas, una gran cantidad de innovación emergente y un alto
grado de diversidad en las soluciones. Ciertamente, la animación de personajes para
gráficos por ordenador es una tarea en donde son necesarias todas estas características.
Como resultado, se presenta una novedosa metodología para la generación au-
tomática de comportamientos innovadores para la animación de personajes de gráficos
por ordenador. La metodología produce comportamientos creativos para los personajes
mediante un proceso de tres pasos: (1) se evolucionan sistemas de control que generan
un comportamiento determinista para un personaje; este sistema es implementado como
una red de muelles, e incorpora la física subyacente necesaria para modelar las interac-
ciones de bajo nivel con el entorno; (2) se personifica el controlador seleccionado en la
malla del personaje, transfiriendo el comportamiento evolucionado al personaje; y (3)
se amina el personaje con el comportamiento que el controlador genera en el entorno
de animación, opcionalmente extendiendo con elementos que permitan al controlador
reaccionar como es esperado.
El controlador de un personaje consiste en una malla de muelles, genéticamente
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codificada y evolucionada mediante un algoritmo genético que busca comportamientos
adaptados para solucionar una tarea. El controlador percibe el entorno de una manera
particular, definida para cada problema específico. Dicha integración determina el
estado del controlador, y puede incluir percepción sensorial (visual o quimiotáctica) o
interacción física (fricción o gravedad). Mediante un simulador físico se determina el
comportamiento del controlador en un entorno en particular. Los controladores pueden
ser personificados en personajes tanto con esqueleto (rig) como sin él. La personificación
se realiza mediante una correspondencia entre las propiedades del controlador y los
elementos del personaje. En el caso de personajes con esqueleto, los controladores
pueden ser personificados mediante los distintos huesos del personaje, de igual forma
que los músculos y tendones de los organismos vertebrados.
Finalmente, se muestra como esta metodología puede ser implementada en difer-
entes casos de estudio que ilustran la versatilidad del método propuesto. La au-
tomatización del movimiento de un personaje es la aplicación más interesante con la
metodología propuesta, pero también puede ser usada para el prototipado rápido de
secuencias o como herramienta de bombardeo de ideas para inspirar a los diseñadores
y animadores con formas alternativas de resolver un problema concreto de animación.
Además, esta metodología es de especial interés para la animación de escenas con un
gran número de personajes (crowding), donde una gran diversidad de comportamientos
es necesaria. Cuando un grupo numeroso de personajes es animado con el mismo
comportamiento, se produce un efecto de homogeneidad que trunca la sensación de
realismo. Por el contrario, el método propuesto permite generar una gran variedad
de comportamientos incluso para la misma tarea. Utilizando un conjunto (incluso
reducido) de comportamientos diferentes generados automáticamente para animar un
gran número de personajes, se consigue una diversidad de patrones de movimiento que
transmiten la sensación de una escena realista.
B.2 Conclusiones
El objetivo de este trabajo estaba enfocado en obtener una mayor comprensión del rol
que un desarrollo genéticamente regulado tiene en la evolución, tanto desde el punto de
vista biológico como informático. Además, los modelos computacionales presentados
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en este estudio son de especial relevancia para los problemas de búsqueda de formas y
búsqueda de comportamientos, así como en aplicaciones que requieran creatividad. A
continuación se resumen las conclusiones que se derivan de los resultados presentados
en esta tesis.
El formalismo de las gramáticas de grafos es una buena abstracción del proceso
de desarrollo, permitiendo su estudio desde el punto de vista de los lenguajes for-
males. Adicionalmente, la inclusión de un mecanismo regulador de las producciones
permite incrementar su potencia generativa. En particular, el novedoso formalismo
de las gramáticas de grafos reguladas por cadenas puede generar lenguajes más po-
tentes que las tradicionales gramáticas de grafos libre de contexto. Finalmente, se ha
demostrado que existe una jerarquía de gramáticas de grafos reguladas por cadenas
atendiendo al tipo de función de mapeo y al tipo de conjunto de cadenas definidas.
Un algoritmo genético con una codificación indirecta basada en el formalismo de
las gramáticas de grafos reguladas por cadenas facilita la emergencia de propiedades
biológicas cualitativas en las soluciones, comparado con la tradicional codificación di-
recta. Mientras que un algoritmo genético basado en una codificación directa produce
estructuras con una organización irregular, sin formas definidas y sin ninguna modu-
laridad, el algoritmo propuesto basado en desarrollo artificial produce estructuras con
regularidades, organicidad y modularidad.
El problema de búsqueda de formas en general, y de búsqueda de estructuras
tensegritales optimizadas para resolver un problema de ingeniería complejo en par-
ticular, pueden beneficiarse del uso de algoritmos genéticos con desarrollo artificial.
Las características inherentes que dichos modelos proporcionan, incluyendo regulari-
dad, organicidad, generalización, tensegridades locales y una fácil manufacturabilidad,
son altamente útiles en diseños de ingeniería.
La sola variación de la regulación de la expresión génica es efectivamente una condi-
ción suficiente para la emergencia de la innovación y diversidad. Empleando un modelo
de desarrollo con un conjunto de genes estructurales simple y fijo, implementado como
reglas en una gramática de grafos regulada, se ha demostrado como la evolución de la
regulación de la expresión génica origina una diversidad de planes corporales, los cuales
generan una variedad de comportamientos complejos.
Una nueva clase de problemas, la cual hemos nombrado búsqueda de comportamien-
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tos (behavior-finding), ha sido presentada. Los problemas de búsqueda de compor-
tamiento son resueltos por soluciones cuyo comportamiento verifican un conjunto de
restricciones. Los modelos de desarrollo evolutivo, como los presentados en esta tesis,
son especialmente apropiados para resolver esta nueva clase de problemas.
Se ha demostrado como las técnicas de vida artificial son útiles para la animación
automática de comportamientos, presentando una innovadora metodología para la an-
imación por ordenador. Los modelos presentados en esta tesis han sido aplicados en la
evolución de actores virtuales que presentan comportamientos emergentes innovadores,
los cuales pueden ser empleados para la animación automática de personajes. Además,
se pueden obtener comportamientos complejos mediante la secuenciación de compor-
tamientos de diferentes actores virtuales en un único personaje. La metodología es de
especial interés en escenas con un gran número de personajes (crowding), obteniendo
una diversidad heterogénea de patrones de movimiento que crea una escena realista.
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